
Village/Town of Mount Kisco Board of Trustees Meeting Agenda 

November 16, 2020 

6:30PM – Interview – Shantae Artis – Landmark Commission 

6:40PM – Interview – Nicole Sturomski – CAC 

6:50PM – Interview – Michael Kirsch – Landmark Commission 

Census Presentation – Norma Drummond – Commissioner of Westchester 

County Planning  

1) Communications:

a. Kirby Commons – Written Public comments

2) Petitions: None.

3) Board Committee and Commission Reports:

4) Village Manager’s Reports:

a. Thanksgiving Collection schedule

b. Holiday Parking

5) Board Reports:

6) Old Business:

7) New Business:

a. Authorize Village Manager to sign EOH Storm water IMA

8) Bills: General, Senior Nutrition, Water, Sewer, Library, & Capital Project Funds

9) Minutes:

a. VB meeting - October 5, 2020

10) Non-Local Business: – None.

11) Public Comment: - Call in# 914-420-0383

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5391791307 

Zoom ID# 539 179 1307 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5391791307


Refuse Schedule Change

Thanksgiving Week of November 23, 2020

Wednesday, November 25th - Cardboard and Thursday Refuse will be 

picked up

Thursday & Friday, November 26th & 27th  - Village offices closed

Monday, November 30th - Friday  refuse will be picked up



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FREE HOLIDAY PARKING IN MUNICIPAL PARKING LOTS ONLY 
 

Friday, November 27th - Monday, January 4th  
 
Free Holiday parking is being provided in all municipal parking lots only 
(NOT ON STREET METERS) from Friday, November 27th  - Monday, 
January 4th , and is identified at all pay stations.  Please be sure to read 
the four hour time restriction on the signs.  Time limits will be enforce to 
discourage all day and commuter parking. 
 

Parking Lot Locations 
 

Shoppers Park:      4 hour free parking  

South Moger Parking Lot:   4 hour free parking 

North Moger Parking Lot:   2 hour free parking  

(12 hour meters excluded) 

Blackeby Parking Lot:    4 hour free parking  

(12 hour meters excluded) 

Dakin Parking Lot:    4 hour free parking 

Corner of Main and E. Hyatt Lot:  2 hour free parking 

 
For Employees of Downtown Businesses:  Free all day parking during 

this period is available in the North Moger Parking Lot - see Tax Receiver's 

Office in Village Hall for obtaining a permit. (914-864-0034 

taxreceiver@mountkiscony.gov) 
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Minutes of the VILLAGE BOARD MEETING of the Board of Trustees of the 

Village/Town of Mount Kisco held on Monday, October 5, 2020 at 7:00 p.m. in the Frank 

J. DiMicco Board Room, Village Hall, 104 Main Street, Mount Kisco, New York and via 

video conference. 

 

  Present:  Mayor Gina Picinich 

     Deputy Mayor Jean Farber 

     Trustee Peter Grunthal 

Trustee David Squirrell 

     Trustee Karen Schleimer 

 

 Also Present:  Edward Brancati, Village Manager 

Kenneth Famulare, Assistant Village Manager 

Whitney Singleton, Village Attorney 

Robert Wheeling, Village Treasurer 

 

Absent:  

 

Mayor Picinich opened the Village Board Meeting and asked everyone to 

rise for the pledge of allegiance.   Mayor Picinich asked everyone to please 

keep in their hearts and minds everyone who has been stricken by Covid.  

We see that no matter who you are, what you do, where you are from, or 

what your race or origin is, anyone can be stricken by this horrible disease 

and we wish a safe recovery for anyone who is suffering.  

 

 

Village/Town of Mount Kisco Board of Trustees Meeting Agenda 

October 5, 2020 

 

 

Public Hearing- Zoning Amendment 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5391791307 

Zoom ID# 539 179 1307 

 

Mayor Picinich began by saying that there is a public hearing open for an 

amendment to the zoning code related to a builder bonus.  This deals with the 

development of the parking lots downtown and most should be aware by now that the 

Village, as part of the comprehensive plan, sent out a Request for Proposals (RFP) for a 

mixed-use transit oriented development on our North and South Moger parking lots.  In 

that RFP we included a builder bonus; we said it is really important that all the existing 

parking is replaced, that enough parking is added for both the additional retail and 

residential uses to be built, and that if you meet that requirement we are going to give 

you a bonus for the building on the North lot of an additional ten (10) feet of building 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5391791307
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height.  This is because we wanted something that we valued and was important to us 

and then we provided an incentive for providing that for the Village.  There were some 

additional bonuses that we wanted to add and those before us are replacement of the 

parking, interior civic space for the Village, and also affordable units that have been 

added to the plan.  There are 15 units that will provided at 90% of Westchester County 

Area Median Income (AMI) which would be lower than market value.  In exchange the 

developer bonus would be the additional building height of ten (10) feet which was part 

of the original bonus, a reduced setback of thirty (30) feet for any garage providing 

parking spaces for public use, that up to 2,500 square feet of interior community space 

be counted as civic space, and that the maximum building coverage be increased from 

80% to 90% and the maximum development coverage be increased from 90% to 100%.  

Those percentages are actually the limits in the underlying zoning that currently exist in 

that zoning district, CB-1, so it is not the zoning that is part of the revised form based 

code; it is the current zoning that existed prior and exists now.   That is what is before 

us currently.  She also wanted to mention that a big piece of this is to ensure that any 

mixed-use development is aligned with our vision for downtown.  We were very specific 

in the RFP and we made sure that what we saw is something that we wanted built.   

 

Ralph Vigliotti began by thanking the Board for providing the opportunity for him 

to speak and he knows the Board has worked almost two (2) years on the 

comprehensive plan including the North and South Moger projects.  A couple questions 

that came up for him were the civic space which is referred to in his mind as the cultural 

arts space that is proposed for the North Building.  He doesn’t believe that is the 

appropriate spot for our civic space; the civic space would provide for art exhibits, music 

events, film festivals, cultural events, and other programming.  If we are going to 

revitalize downtown and increase foot traffic and make the downtown vibrant that space 

should be in the South Moger building accessible through the promenade by Starbucks, 

work your way into the park between Shopper’s Park and Kirby Plaza and use the 

walkways to the library and on to East Main Street.  The North Moger property, he 

doesn’t think for the civic space, would be used the way the South building would be 

used.  People would have to park in the garage to walk to the civic space if they choose 

to walk to South Moger with their families; it’s quite a heavy walk if you have carriages 

and children to cross Main Street to get onto South Moger.  He really thinks at this 

junction, before you sign on the dotted line with anything that it needs to be moved 

where we can really revitalize the Village, and bring shoppers and retail to the 

downtown.  He will leave the Board members with this; he doesn’t think it’s a deal 

breaker.  He thinks in any deal both parties need to feel like they could’ve gotten more; 

it’s a much better deal for the Village, it meets our ultimate goal of getting people in the 

Village.  He is sure that folks that go to the different art exhibits that we had downtown 

would take full advantage.  He doesn’t think that will happen if people have to park in 

the North Lot.  He hopes that some people on the Board feel the way he does.  Two (2) 

other items; he believes that the parking structure should be owned and managed by 

the Village.  He thinks that we have given up too much property to the builder and we 

need control of the parking lot for future improvements.  One day the MTA (Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority) may say Village of Mount Kisco we are now ready to do 

something to assist you, they may not do that with a private developer.  He thinks that if 

the County or the State gets involved with monies they may do that with the Village not 

a private developer.  The other question is what is to become of the property north of 

the parking structure; they would own it and we would have almost no control of it.  He 

thinks at the end of the day it’s something that needs to be looked at; ownership versus 

99 year lease.  He ended by saying that the five (5) stories on the North Moger lot would 

totally destroy the viewscape that you see from Kirby Plaza onto Kisco Mountain and 

Captain Merritt’s Hill.  That will be lost forever.  You need to put in your mind that the 

telephone building is five (5) stories; take that building and move it over, put two (2) or 

three (3) of those in place and you will lose what makes Mount Kisco very unique and 

very different and it is our green space and viewscapes that gives it that sense of 
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ruralness versus that sense of urbaness.  He thinks we are giving up too much and not 

getting enough from what he is reading.  The biggest piece is the parking structure.  

Let’s try to preserve our viewscapes.  It is what makes this town so unique.  If we start 

to give those away we will never get those back.  They will add stories, but you cannot 

take a story off.  Please.  The Comprehensive plan, which he attended workshops for, 

was all about the walkability of the downtown; it was about green spaces; continuing the 

promenade through what is now Kirby Plaza which is no longer happening.  He thinks 

that the building and the architecture is unique.  Let’s make sure that the builder doesn’t 

change his mind in the middle of the project and say to the town that they can’t afford 

that type of architecture and change it to something meaningless.  We have to be 

careful.  He knows it’s been a long haul, but wants them to slow it down and dig deep 

into this.   He also hopes that the Board uses their voice to move the civic space from 

the North lot to the South lot.   

 

John Rhodes began by saying that he is the Chairman of the Conservation 

Advisory Council (CAC) as well as a resident of the Village.  He wanted to thank the 

Board for all the work they have put into this project.  He wanted to remind the Board of 

the comments brought to them on behalf of the CAC where they were concerned that 

the letter of intent with Gotham may not entirely address some of the key concerns and 

needs expressed by our residents and small business owners during our meetings and 

public hearings.  These concerns included construction noise and dust, traffic, 

congestion, walkability, pedestrian safety, and financing as well as green space and 

related issues.  The CAC comments concluded that they request that it is more important 

than ever that the final development plan work well for all people and businesses in the 

community and for those reasons they request that the Village organize a series of 

public meetings to inform the public and seek feedback on the letter of intent and plan.  

Now with the zoning it is even more important.  Now, for my personal opinion, the letter 

of intent and plan was already very complex and very dense.  He doesn’t think, at least 

in talking to people around town, that a lot of people know that this is happening and 

the ones that do know don’t really understand some of the intricacies of it.  Similarly to 

what was done with the comprehensive plan when there was a series of meetings to 

really explain each section for the residents and the shopkeepers because everyone 

should really understand what we are planning to do, what we are giving up, and what 

we are getting and so on before we move forward.  Now as a resident of downtown 

Mount Kisco he was surprised and disappointed to read the new proposed zoning law 

which provides additional concessions to Gotham and move the project, from what he 

considers, further away from what we hoped and expected Kirby Commons to be.  It 

includes more development coverage, less open space, and less public parking than we 

have now.  After reading the zoning amendment carefully and referencing it back to the 

letter of intent to the plan there are a few serious questions and concerns.  First, he is 

concerned that these concessions are being written into zoning law even before the 

negotiations are completed and before the public has really had a chance to question or 

comment on the draft plan and agreement.  At best this is giving up negotiating leverage 

and he thinks that is a mistake and at best it verges on being contract zoning which is 

something that is considered to be unethical and in some cases in New York has been 

declared to be illegal.  So we should look at that very carefully.  After we have the plan 

and agreement which refers to very specific things it looks to him impartially like it was 

really contract zoning.   That was his first point.  The letter of intent and plan and zoning 

is also missing a number of conditions that are important to residents who walk around 

downtown.  He walks around downtown every day and shops local and he thinks that 

this doesn’t include things that are important to people like him and shopkeepers.  You 

only have to look at the recent problems that they had in Chappaqua and White Plains to 

see the lack of a clear construction management plan could have a severe impact 

downtown.  This project from how he understands it can take two maybe three years to 

complete and what we could have during that construction period, unless we have really 

strong controls in place, could be a real disaster.  We would have dust and noise, a lot of 

traffic problems, there could be a lot more that can be related to that.  Even a small 

project like the Green Street Firehouse has produced some problems with the 
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construction noise.  The people at Saint Francis have had their worship interrupted.  He 

knows that when they were doing their digging it was impossible to do anything until 

they stopped three or four hours later.  And that is just a small percentage of the kind of 

noise that we would have when this project starts to be built.  Also just the issues of 

dust, traffic, and even more that it would affect him and some of the downtown 

residents, it could have a really major impact on the businesses on South Moger and 

Main Street.  He knows that this was brought up at the public hearings for the RFP and 

Comprehensive Plan and the comments were that we can discuss that later or that would 

be discussed with the bidders prior to selecting a vendor.  Here we are a year later and 

neither in the plan or agreement or zoning is there anything to really set up a robust 

construction management plan.  He knows having worked on projects like this that a 

difference in cost between a robust management plan that really suppresses noise and 

takes into consideration the traffic problems and one that just puts a green fence with a 

piece of plastic; with a project of this size that could be hundreds of thousands of dollars 

in cost and obviously it is something that needs to be negotiated and should be 

negotiated while we have the leverage.  If we are giving up these concessions in a 

zoning change before the negotiation is completed, what kind of leverage are we going 

to have to negotiate a really strong construction management plan?  Someone else 

commented that the Planning Board can take care of that; first of all it is very difficult for 

the Planning Board to do anything after the Town has an agreement and in this 

particular agreement there is more of a problem because there is a clause that says that 

if there are any additional remediation things that are needed after the contract has 

been signed that could void the contract.  So basically the developer here, after the 

agreement has been signed, would be in a position to say to the Planning Board if you 

put any additional demands on us in terms of noise control this could void the 

agreement with the Town that gives them all the leverage.  He thinks that this really has 

to be addressed before we start making a lot of concessions.  There are many other 

questions that are raised by the letter of intent and zoning proposal including the 

parking, finances, and even why this proposal was chosen over others that may have 

provided more amenities and a project that was more scaled to what the people may 

have considered appropriate for Mount Kisco, but he doesn’t want to talk about those 

right now and wanted to address two other issues.  This project already as described in 

the letter of intent and plan is on a greater scale than what was recommended in the 

RFP, that was recommended by the town’s people, and the consultants during the public 

meetings and hearing we had and even some of the Board members during the 

discussions we had on zoning and RFPs.  It pushes the height and development coverage 

to the absolute maximum allowed in the new zoning and eliminates the beautiful 

promenade from Village Hall to the train station.  That promenade was a key 

architectural and urban planning factor that was recommended by our consultants that 

was very enthusiascally supported during these public hearings.  Now that’s gone, the 

promenade ends with South Moger at the entry way and façade of this new building.   

There is nothing that goes through it, no view scape, no walking, no public access 

through that; this was something that everyone was in favor of and now it is gone.  The 

other scale things too, the height and so on.  What was recommended by the consultant 

and the RFP was a couple of buildings which would allow more public space which would 

allow more public access and a better view scape and so on.  You may have a very good 

reason for agreeing on this plan, but now with the zoning amendment, they are asking 

for even more coverage and greater scale.  The new amendment not only eliminates the 

promenade but it increases the development coverage to an unbelievable 100%.  He has 

never seen that before in any development.  What that means basically is that if the 

developer wants to they don’t have to include a single patch of grass, or tree or walking 

space; it means 100% built coverage.  This was something that he found very difficult to 

understand and why it was necessary.  And of course it allows the additional story, ten 

(10) feet of height in the North lot.  Another thing that it does, and he is not sure if 

everyone read it, it reduces the setbacks between the parking garages and the adjacent 

residential areas.  These parking garages are going to be even closer to the residences 

on Britton Lane and possibly other areas.  He doesn’t understand why when there is 

already a project that pushes the limits of what people are willing to accept in terms of 
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scale that we have to make concessions, especially at this early stage.  It doesn’t make 

sense to him.  Finally, because of all these things, he thinks that as people read more 

about it there will be more that comes up.  He thinks it would be nice if the Village Board 

would keep this hearing open until a lot of the people who don’t know that this is going 

on have a chance to find out about it, read the documents and ideally have public 

meetings where the Village staff can explain what the meaning of these things are; 

maybe they are not as ominous and he thinks they are and he would be happy if they 

weren’t.  He thinks it is really important to give everyone a chance to participate in this 

critical phase of the decision making process where you are giving away concessions and 

putting things into the town zoning code because all these decisions will have a major 

impact not just on what happens next year, but for generations to come in the 

downtown area.  He thanked them for their time.   

   

Patricia Lee began by thanking the Board for having this meeting and the 

opportunity to speak to the Board and express their opinions.  As you know from a few 

years ago, she has very strong opinions on this whole development prospect, but she is 

extremely concerned with moving this forward with the rezoning without having finalized 

what is going to go in there.  What she is hearing from John is that this has blossomed 

from what we originally anticipated to a much larger development and quite frankly she 

is concerned that it’s really going to change the tone of Mount Kisco and that is her 

number one concern.  Her other concern is that so many older citizens do not utilize 

Zoom or Facebook and that a lot of people have been left out of the entire process.  So 

now we have taller buildings, losing a lot of the parking that people rely upon, and in her 

opinion we are going to increase traffic.  It is bad enough on 117 now, it is going to be 

horrendous.  

 

Mayor Picinich thanked Ms. Lee for her comment and wanted to make note with 

reference to people being able to participate.  We also have a phone number that folks 

can call into and they can also come to Village Hall to make public comment.  We are 

trying to find the ways that we can to encourage people to participate; we also 

broadcast this live on television and welcome written comment.  So all of that is 100% 

welcomed.  

 

Robin Buco began by apologizing in advance if her kids come in and interrupt.  

She was in person at many of the comprehensive plan meetings where she first said that 

this town needed a children’s store. She has concerns about it; many are due to the new 

world we are living in since the pandemic.  There are so many vacant buildings and 

storefronts due to COVID.  She hasn’t taken a close enough look to see what type of 

retail will be filled in those spaces; it is probably not known yet, but given the fact that 

now we have a vacant movie theater, restaurants, and other shops.  She hopes it 

doesn’t last and realizes construction will take many years, but thinks that the Town 

should be taking advantage of the usable space that is now there like the movie theater 

before constructing new space like for an arts center.  She is also concerned with green 

space.  She loves how beautiful Mount Kisco is with the stream behind Shopper’s Park 

and the library and all that.  Like what was discussed at many of the comprehensive plan 

meetings; there was talk about making a small playground by the stream.  She thinks 

that would certainly let people linger longer with children to do their shopping, go to the 

library, have a picnic lunch at the playground.  It would be such a nice community 

feeling; if you visit other small towns and they have that and it automatically creates a 

welcoming atmosphere.  That is something that she would really like to see happen.  

Parking is a concern as a business owner on South Moger.  She is lucky enough that she 

has a rear entrance from Shopper’s Park as well as from South Moger which some of the 

other stores do not have.  Parking is a concern because she heard that Shopper’s Park 

will still be available to people shopping in the existing stores, but the new shops and 

new buildings will be allowed to park there if you are in those stores.  How will that be 

enforced; you start on one side of South Moger and cross to shop in the existing stores.  

Besides that if Shopper’s Park is full where does someone park to shop on that side of 

Moger, her store, Whim, Walgreens whatever it may be.  There is so much going on, 
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construction is a big concern on how that will affect most people, 90% of people going 

into her store come through South Moger not many come from Shopper’s Park so she 

doesn’t want to go out of business.  Hopefully, that will be addressed along with the 

noise and traffic control so that people don’t begin to say that they aren’t going into 

Mount Kisco because it’s a nightmare there and avoid it because that is what she feels 

happened in Chappaqua.  People were pleading to support local business and that is 

already a plea in a town; construction or not.  She also knows that the Village bagged 

meters for curbside pickup, but she thinks that it’s a lot to ask of the new tenants who 

are going to occupy the new building.  She doesn’t think that is the answer to 

revitalizing the downtown area.  There’s a lot of people who already live within walking 

distance of downtown so we can’t put all that burden on them and also about those new 

construction for living during COVID, who is going to want those spaces now when 

people aren’t commuting into the city due to the pandemic the way we used to and 

people are leaving the city to look for houses with green space instead of moving from 

an apartment in the city to an apartment in the suburbs.  Its lifestyle changes that have 

happened because of all of this long before this plan was being discussed so no one 

could have anticipated what we are living in now, but it is the reality.   She has also 

heard due to tax breaks and such that the owners of those buildings will still be 

profitable whether they are filled or not which is a little concerning.  Otherwise, why 

bother try to fill those apartments.  Those are her thoughts and concerns.  As someone 

who has a business in Mount Kisco and lives walking distance from downtown, redoing 

the streetscape would be wonderful and encouraging businesses to do something with 

their storefront windows would make such a difference in making a happening 

atmosphere.  She went to Rhinebeck a few times and you can’t find a parking spot on a 

Sunday there.  It is so busy and thriving with people eating at their restaurants and 

shopping at their farmer’s market and enjoying all the things that small town has to offer 

and they just seem to be thriving.  Maybe just getting things like that going on here; she 

knows Peter (Grunthal) will be on board with that.   

 

Markus Beurgler began by saying that what has been agreed to already regarding 

zoning; no further changes should be given.  For instance, additional floors or specifically 

reducing the side occupancy and at least keeping coverage at 90% and all the other 

items on which you have agreed.  Likewise in the zoning phase during the project phase 

they should receive no further requests from the zoning.  Some concerns are phased 

implementation, some flexible use from the developer, and a practical issue that the 

development before us should be wheelchair accessible.  For the 10% open space, that 

should be closer to the train station so that the experience of going to the train station 

or arriving in Mount Kisco is the best possible.   

 

Mayor Picinich began by saying that she took some notes and wanted to clarify a 

few things.  There is not less parking; there were some comments that there would be 

less parking, there is going to be more parking.  So it’s the equal parking for what 

currently exists now and additional parking for retail and residential.  We are all in 100% 

agreement that there needs to be a very robust construction management plan.  She 

wanted to point out the difference in what is proposed for construction here and what 

happened in Chappaqua.  In Chappaqua, they did a full storm water replacement which 

means they ripped every sidewalk and every road which made it impossible or very 

challenging to get into different stores at different points during their process.  We don’t 

anticipate that is what’s going to be done here because that’s not what this project is.  

That’s not to say that construction won’t be a challenge, that’s not to say that we won’t 

need a robust construction management plan, we are all in agreement that we do, but 

this project is on one side of the street and is not at the same scope as the project in 

Chappaqua.  Mayor Picinich also wanted to point out that during the comprehensive 

planning process we identified upwards of 350 units potentially for downtown and 

proposals that we had looked at had that much and more.  What we are looking at right 

now is a reduction of what had been identified in the comprehensive plan, we are talking 

about 217 units.  This is not larger than what was previously proposed, this is from a 

number of units and density standpoint, less than what we had talked about.  She went 
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on to say that regarding walkability and moving around; the hope is to put a new focus 

on Kirby Plaza and to really make that a central point and location and that is part of the 

place making that would happen with this project.  The bonus for the additional ten (10) 

feet of height in the North Moger Lot is something that had already been decided, it is 

already in the zoning code.  She also wanted to point out that the Verizon building (on 

Main Street) is eighty (80) feet high, higher than what is being proposed here; they are 

proposing a height of fifty (50) feet at the tallest point.  This will be shorter than the 

Verizon building both in stories and height. 

 

Deputy Mayor Farber began by saying that as a member of the Arts Council 

nothing would make her feel better than to have the civic space added to the South 

Moger lot rather than the North Moger lot.  At the time that we were developing this, she 

was so happy that we got some space for the Arts Council that she didn’t question the 

location.  There is no question that the South Lot would be a better location just for the 

commerce and visibility in Mount Kisco.  If we want to bring people downtown, South 

Moger would be so much more visible, so much more convenient for concerts, art 

galleries, and any kind of classes.  If there is any way of achieving that she thinks that is 

a wonderful idea and supports negotiating that space.   

 

Trustee Grunthal agreed with Deputy Mayor Farber and Ralph Vigliotti.  The 

current civic space that is offered is stuck in the back of a building on the North Moger 

lot and if it’s going to be civic space, civic space by definition should be visible and 

attractive and appealing and in the middle of where people are.  He wonders if we could 

speak with the developers and if they could exchange one or two residences with the 

civic spaces.  Keep basically the same economics, the same number of residences, 

parking spaces, but let’s have the civic space where it is much more meaningful.   

 

Mr. Brancati wanted to point out that the community space in the North Moger lot 

building is close to Main Street right up front.  It is one of the first things you see as you 

come into the lot from Main Street on the left.  They do have it right up front.   

 

Deputy Mayor Farber said that the South Moger Lot would just be a better position 

for the Arts Council to be in and for getting people to come downtown and enjoy 

shopping and dinner.  It would be much more visible from the South Moger lot.  

 

Mayor Picinich stated that it is certainly a conversation that they can have, but she 

doesn’t believe we as the Village can tell them how to readjust their building with 

reference to shifting spaces, but it is also a matter of them being able to carefully curate 

the retail space.  She has no idea if they have started to negotiate that retail space.  

 

Trustee Schleimer asked where the parking for the civic space would be.  Mayor 

Picinich responded anywhere there is metered parking.   There is metered parking in 

North, South, Kirby Plaza and Main Street.  Trustee Schleimer stated the proposal talks 

about lessening the metered parking in Kirby Plaza.  If it is in the North Moger lot is the 

public parking on the ground floor, is it in the back on the Barker Street side of the 

building, is it in the parking garage.  Mr. Brancati replied that there is no change to the 

existing metered on street parking in Kirby Plaza; the parking in the North Moger lot 

would either be in the structure or surface parking to the north.  He continued on to say 

that the parking garage is not going to be just residential; the parking structure will 

have a mix of residential parking, and public metered and permitted spaces.   

 

Trustee Schleimer read a portion of the proposal that stated it is to be located in 

the North Moger lot; total of 522 spaces inclusive of replacement of the existing 336 

permit spaces, the balance of the spaces will be dedicated to the new residences in 

addition to the retailer of the proposed development.  That does not provide for our 

existing businesses just the new retailers and the residences.   Mr. Brancati replied that 

has since changed and is more clearly described in the updated proposal.   
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Mayor Picinich asked to move the parking conversation to another point in time 

because all members of the Board have been given charts that outline the parking and 

how many spaces in which lots that shows which are dedicated, which are not, and we 

have gone over that in the contract.  That is what we will have to refer to for this 

information.   

 

Trustee Schleimer asked Mr. Singleton if this is determined to be spot zoning.  She 

appreciates the fact that Mayor Picinich had indicated that it was the RFP, but is this 

some form of spot zoning simply because we are dealing with one or two parcels 

directly.   

 

Mr. Singleton replied that he does not know if this is the appropriate forum to 

have this discussion.  This is something that has been substantially reviewed by the 

Board to incorporate in the master plan review and he does not think this is the 

appropriate time.  If there is a specific question as to whether or not you think there is 

something inappropriate with regards to the zoning he would be happy to address it, but 

he is not going to speak generally on the status of the zoning.  He believes with the 

public hearing and understands people having concerns as to the project, the fact of the 

matter is it is a limited zoning amendment being proposed tonight.   

 

Mayor Picinich stated again this is a builder’s bonus that dealt with ten (10) feet of 

height that was already existing so that is not new.  It is the additional pieces that we 

want to recognize that is the civic space and the fifteen (15) affordable units.  We have 

gotten some public comment back and we have a choice to leave this hearing open, 

leave it open for written comment, how would we like to proceed.  

 

Deputy Mayor Farber suggested that they leave the hearing open for a bit longer.  

She thinks that there are many people who are not aware and we need to give them the 

opportunity to speak.  All the Trustees agreed.   

 

 

1) Communications: 

a. Woodland Thank you 

 
 

b. Williamstown Halloween request 

 A motion was made by Mayor Picinich and was seconded by Deputy Mayor 

Farber to approve the request by the Williamstown Neighborhood to close down East 

Way for a Halloween Block Party; all in favor: 

 

Motion Adopted  

   Mayor Gina Picinich  Aye 

   Deputy Mayor Jean Farber Aye 

Trustee David Squirrell Aye 

   Trustee Karen Schleimer Aye 

   Trustee Peter Grunthal Aye 
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 A motion was made by Mayor Picinich and was seconded by Trustee Grunthal to 

authorize the Village Manager and Building Inspector to approve these types of requests; 

all in favor: 

Motion Adopted  

   Mayor Gina Picinich  Aye 

   Deputy Mayor Jean Farber Aye 

Trustee David Squirrell Aye 

   Trustee Karen Schleimer Aye 

   Trustee Peter Grunthal Aye 

 

 

c. Mount Kisco Recreation/Chamber Halloween activities  

 Mr. Famulare began by saying that the Village Recreation Department and the 

Chamber of Commerce have been working throughout the last week to identify some 

type of Halloween offering that we can open to the public.  As you may know, in the past 

there has been the Halloween parade and haunted house neither of which we feel 

comfortable doing this year.  We came up with a plan to do pumpkin decorating for 

families, we are going to close South Moger off from about Starbucks through the Citi-

bank area where we will have socially distant tables set up with the pumpkins to be 

decorated along with bags of candy which have been underwritten by members of the 

Chamber of Commerce.  The hope is to be able to have twenty (20) to thirty (30) 

families come, have fun, dress up and enjoy some Halloween in a safe fun way.  We will 

follow all COVID protocols and have sanitizing stations.  The cost would be $5 per family.  

Families can register on the website or through Facebook.   

 

 

d. Board of Ethics resignation 

  The Board of Trustees accepted the resignation of Edward Reilly from the Board 

of Ethics.  They thanked him for his service to the Village/Town of Mount Kisco.  

 

e. Life Chain request 

 A motion was made by Mayor Picinich and was seconded by Trustee Squirrell to 

approve the request to hold this life chain event on Sunday, October 11th from 2:00 p.m. 

to 3:30 p.m. along the sidewalks of Main Street from the corner of the hospital to the 

Library; all in favor:  

Motion Adopted  

   Mayor Gina Picinich  Aye 

   Deputy Mayor Jean Farber Aye 

Trustee David Squirrell Aye 

   Trustee Karen Schleimer Aye 

   Trustee Peter Grunthal Aye 

 

 

 Mayor Picinich made a note that although it is not on the agenda, the Board 

received a petition with more than two hundred (200) residents and other signatures 

from others that do not reside in Mount Kisco, in favor of keeping the Christopher 

Columbus statue as it is. 

 

2) Petitions: None. 

3) Board Committee and Commission Reports: 

a. Economic Development Council 

Keith Ferguson presented the following: 
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4) Village Manager’s Reports: 

 

a. Sustainable Westchester update- Carmen Santos 

Carmen Santos from Sustainable Westchester presented the following: 
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b. Columbus Day 

 Mr. Brancati mentioned that all Village offices will be closed on Monday, 

October 12, 2020 in observance of Columbus Day.  

 

c. Census Update  

 Mr. Brancati wanted to remind all residents that the Census is still happening 

now.  Self-response has been extended until October 31st so we have some more time to 

get the Village to 100%.   We are currently at 71.1% which is a little better than where 

we were 10 years ago, but we still have some work to do.  The Census is important for 

future funding here in the Village and proper representation.  If you have not responded, 

please respond; it takes two minutes. You can respond online at 

www.my2020census.gov or by phone at (844) 330-2020.   

 

d. Moody’s Report 

 Mr. Brancati began by saying that the Village received some good news.  

Moody’s has changed our rating from AA2 to AA1 citing “the Village’s continued 

improvement in cash and reserve levels driven by strong fiscal management” in their 

http://www.my2020census.gov/
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ratings action for the Village released on September 16, 2020.  Mr. Wheeling also 

wanted to take this opportunity to share bid results for debt issuance by the Village.  

First, there was a bond anticipation note that included a premium of $67,402, combined 

with the interest rate, which results in a net interest cost of 0.31% or $12,598 of 

financing cost to the Village for one year of interest on $4,000,000 which is quite a bit of 

savings.  The second was a serial bond that went long term for a period of fifteen (15) 

years and covered many projects around the Village, the premium of $373,361 covers 

92.6% of the interest costs for the next fifteen (15) years.  Mr. Wheeling went on to say 

that we are also doing better in terms of payment of school taxes than last year.  Mr. 

Wheeling also wanted to thank Deputy Treasurer Alexandra Graniero for all of her work 

with the new online Xpress pay system on the Village website.  The Village collected 

$868,000 in taxes through this new online payment option.   

  

 Mayor Picinich wanted to applaud the work that staff has put into making the 

online system work.  At this point you can pay all your taxes online and most other 

Village services via our website.   

 

 

5) Board Reports: 

 Deputy Mayor Farber began by saying that the Mount Kisco Arts Council spent 

this past Sunday morning doing some planting and some cleaning up at the adopted 

garden space next to Ben & Jerry’s.  Thank you Lisa Abzun and Beth Vetare Civitello for 

all your work for our community.  Please note that the 3rd Annual Photography exhibition 

is now on display at our Library.  There will be an award ceremony on October 15th and 

the slideshow will available to view through October 30th.  Special thanks to John 

Rhodes, the Conservation Advisory Council, the Arts Council, the Historical Society and 

the Tree Preservation Board.   She continued on to say that the Historical Society 

continues to sponsor nature walking tours for both seniors and residents of all ages.  The 

Historical Society has finished their move into their new space at 40 Green Street and 

are eager to host a public open house after COVID passes.   Deputy Mayor Farber also 

mentioned that on Sunday, October 11th the Italian American Club will be sponsoring 

their annual tribute to Christopher Columbus for Columbus Day.  She asked everyone to 

be safe, be vigilant, but enjoy the changing of the season and all the colors it brings.  

 

Trustee Schleimer began by saying that October 5th is Teacher’s Day; which aims 

to bring awareness to the importance of the role played by teachers all over the world.  

The responsibility for educating future generations is not a light one so show support to 

these dedicated and important people.  She also wanted to acknowledge the role played 

by parents this year who have filled in and supported their children in this time of 

online/remote learning while trying to earn a living.  Trustee Schleimer wanted to follow 

up on the Election polling places for those who voted at the Ambulance Corps on 

Lexington Avenue and that it has been divided into two different districts.  Those people 

should contact the Board of Elections to confirm their polling location as they may be 

either voting at Neighbor’s Link or Leonard Park.   Trustee Schleimer also wanted to 

point out that the open enrollment period for Medicare begins October 15th through 

December 7th.  There is a phone number to call and people should speak to someone to 

help recommend a supplemental plan or prescription plan that might work better for 

you.   

 

 Trustee Squirrell began by saying that as a Board they will have a lot of big 

decisions to make in the coming weeks so as residents please let us know how you feel 

about things.  If you are out with your family and friends and the topic of Kirby 

Commons comes up have them share their opinions as well.   It is the primary way that 

we can function.  If you want the Board to know your opinion then it is important for you 

to be involved and come to public comment.  That is the only way the Board can make 

informed decisions.  
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Trustee Grunthal began by saying that the only report he had was reported on by 

Keith Ferguson.  Nothing else from him. 

 

Mayor Picinich began by saying that in terms of COVID, there are currently two (2) 

active cases in the Village.  Across Westchester County we continue to be at 1% 

positivity rate, largely due to the tremendous amount of testing being done.  There are 

other areas of the State that have a very high infection rate and so the Governor is 

working with those areas to start additional shutdowns; particularly in schools and 

eliminating large events and gatherings that seem to be a large source of spread in 

those areas.   Here in the Village we need to maintain our vigilance as we have.  If you 

go into a business or into an environment that you feel is not safe, please contact our 

Building Inspector as we are following up on all complaints.  She continued on to say 

that Feeding Westchester is teaming up with the Boys & Girls Club and Neighbors Link to 

provide food distributions twice a month.  The next distribution will be on October 22nd.  

We have scheduled two more dates for our Making Government Accessible sessions here 

at Village Hall on October 21st or November 18th from 2:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.  Mayor 

Picinich also pointed out that the Village does a lot of communicating over Facebook and 

we have been able to insert our Facebook feed directly onto our webpage for all to see.  

She also wanted to point out that though we are in the middle of a pandemic we have a 

large number of business that continue to operate and they continue to need our 

support.  Business owners have been resourceful and creative in delivering services so 

please make sure you shop and dine locally.  She also mentioned some new stores that 

have opened in town; Your CBD Store and F45 Fitness.  There are also plans in the near 

future for Captain Lawrence to open a distillery and tasting room as well as a new retail 

concept that will be coming to Lexington Avenue.   Mayor Picinich concluded by saying 

that Mount Kisco, due to some really great work for a number of years, has been 

certified as a Bronze level Climate Smart Community by the State of New York.  We 

were one of thirteen (13) communities that was recently certified and this is all due to 

the work of the Climate Smart Communities Task Force.   She highlighted the work of 

Trustee Grunthal for his continued work on this effort as well as David Matsil who was 

very active on this issue as the first Chair of the Climate Smart Communities Task Force 

and his years of service on the Energy Advisory Panel.   

 

6) Old Business: 

 

7) New Business:  

 

a. Schedule interview- Board of Ethics 

 The Board requested an interview with Stacey Witz for the Board of Ethics to be 

scheduled for the next meeting scheduled for Monday, October 19, 2020. 

 

b. Resolution- Temporary Tent Permit & Outdoor Dining/Sales 

 There was a large discussion on alternative areas where outdoor dining could 

be used.  References to Rye and Beacon were made in allowing food retailers to add 

tables to parking spaces in front of their restaurants.  Most of the restaurants in the 

Village are on a State road and it is not wide enough.    

 

 A motion was made by Trustee Grunthal and was seconded by Deputy Mayor 

Farber to approve the following resolution: 

 

WHEREAS, the COVID-19 crisis has imposed a financial hardship on many Village 

businesses, and  

 

 WHEREAS, many municipalities in the Tri-State area, pursuant to State and County 

authorizations, are temporarily relaxing their zoning and land use standards to assist local 

businesses recover from the effects of the crisis, and  
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 WHEREAS, the Village wishes to provide similar relief to its businesses,  

 

NOW, THEREFORE, be it: 

 

 RESOLVED, pursuant to Village Law §4-412(1), the Board of Trustees hereby 

delegates to Village Manager Edward Brancati so much of its powers, duties and functions as 

reasonably necessary to effectuate and administer a program for the issuance of temporary 

tent permits for existing restaurants, drinking establishments and retail businesses that have a 

current Certificate of Occupancy to conduct outdoor dining and retail sales, for use up to and 

including April 30, 2021 within their privately owned property, or on adjoining Village 

property, subject to the provision of appropriate insurance coverage and an executed hold 

harmless liability waiver protecting the Village, and it is further 

  

RESOLVED that all such temporary tent permits shall be subject to change with 

New York State Guidelines on business openings and closures and to related behavioral 

health guidelines for the wearing of masks, social distancing, and the like, as well as to 

applicable fire safety and emergency requirements, and all applicable State and County 

regulations, and it is further  

 

RESOLVED that application fees for such permits shall not exceed $0.00 and that 

any required security escrow deposit during the term of the permit shall not exceed $ 200.00.  

 

FURTHER, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Village Board does hereby extend the 

program for the issuance of temporary outdoor permits for existing restaurants, drinking 

establishments and retail businesses that have a current Certificate of Occupancy to conduct 

outdoor dining and retail sales that was previously established by resolution on June 15, 

2020, and extended by resolution again on July 20, 2020, and which is set to expire on 

December 31, 2020, is hereby extended to April 30, 2021. 
 

 All in favor: 

Motion Adopted  

   Mayor Gina Picinich  Aye 

   Deputy Mayor Jean Farber Aye 

Trustee David Squirrell Aye 

   Trustee Karen Schleimer Aye 

   Trustee Peter Grunthal Aye 

 

 

8) Bills: General, Senior Nutrition, Water, Sewer, Library, & Capital Project Funds 

 

A motion was made by Deputy Mayor Farber and was seconded by Trustee 

Grunthal to pay the bills as submitted on October 1, 2020 for the months of August 

and September 2020 as follows:  

 

General Fund     $ 132,053.11 

Water Fund     $   67,131.03 

Sewer Fund     $   19,923.97 

Library Fund     $     1,768.98 

Capital Fund     $ 168,368.86 

Trust Fund      $    8,447.00 

    TOTAL   $ 397,692.95 

 

 All in favor: 
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Motion Adopted  

   Mayor Gina Picinich  Aye 

   Deputy Mayor Jean Farber Aye 

Trustee David Squirrell Aye 

  Trustee Karen Schleimer Aye 

   Trustee Peter Grunthal Aye 

 

 

9) Minutes: 

 

10) Non-Local Business: – None. 

 

11) Public Comment: - Call in# 914-420-0383 

 

 Mr. John Stockbridge began by saying that he is on the Board of the Marsh 

Sanctuary and wanted to make the Board aware of the standpoint of the sanctuary.  

After a long 3 hour meeting of the Planning Board to discuss the proposed solar farm.  

Most of the time was based on the comments on not having the solar farm there. There 

more than 100 members of the public that signed a petition against it.   He went on to 

say that even Frank Fish said the applicant needed to do some more work; out of that 

they thought the request for a positive declaration under SEQR for a full EIS would have 

come out of that.  There is quite a universal agreement that what needed to happen was 

a positive declaration for a full survey of what is going to happen there, but the Chair 

decided that he wasn’t going to go along with it.  He went on to say that the 

Comprehensive plan is terrific and focused on preservation of open space and there was 

a document about 20 years ago called vision which is also a part of that.  He thinks the 

Village has grown in the way it wanted to.  Where we are now at the Marsh Sanctuary is 

from Leonard Park is the largest forested land in the Village open to the public.  It would 

be helpful if the Village Board was able to emphasize using the comprehensive plan as a 

reason to go forward with a full positive declaration and have total thought of 

preservation.  He thinks another thought; the open space fund might be considered for 

use to acquire this property perhaps by matching contributions and other 

environmentally sound organizations to come up with a sum that would be reasonable 

for purchasing and having it part of the green belt or donated to the sanctuary.  It 

doesn’t have to be called Marsh Sanctuary but just have it be part of the green belt.  

These are his concerns and thinks it makes sense in following the comprehensive plan.  

He is not trying to have the Village Board preamp the Planning Board decision making 

but it is really a matter of focus and he thinks the Village and Planning Board need to 

recognize that as a reason to do a full analysis and also he is supported by a number of 

consultants that the Village looks to.  He is not trying to be critical he is just looking for 

the best interest of the Village in terms of green space and if there is any way that the 

Village thinks that can go with this focus of their comprehensive plan and give the 

Planning Board a little encouragement to go to a broader screen would be what he is 

looking for.  

 

 Mayor Picinich wanted to point out that it is not the Village Board’s role to tell 

the Planning Board what to do or how to do it.  That is not how the system functions or 

works.  Certainly everyone can express their ideas and opinions.  We did not at the last 

meeting have our Planner fully on board, we needed to make a transition because the 

Planner that we usually use needed to recuse himself and so Frank Fish and Simon from 

BFJ are coming and will provide their ideas and insights. This is an ongoing process and 

certain people want things to go at a certain pace and get their decisions made in the 

way they want; this is a process that the Planning Board is walking through very 

methodically and they are doing all their due diligence and it is not our job to tell them 

how to do that.  

 

 Trustee Grunthal thought it was worth saying that we also have a Natural 

Resources Inventory and it is part of the Village code that the NRI be included in the 
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Planning Board considerations.  He thought it was worthwhile remembering that and 

hopefully the Planning Board will remember that as well.  It also occurred to him that 

some years ago Marsh Sanctuary had, he thinks Jim Robrim Services an outstanding 

naturalist, do a report for the Marsh Sanctuary on the wealth of the natural resources in 

the Marsh Sanctuary which might be something to take into account as well.  He fully 

recognizes what the Mayor is saying, it is the job of the Planning Board, but he thinks 

that as Trustees we should be concerned with the way the Planning Board is doing their 

job; it is doing it on an even handed basis; is every member of the Board participating; 

are they giving this fully due process, he would be concerned if they weren’t.   

 

 Mayor Picinich stated that there were no more public comments and asked to 

schedule work sessions for October 14th, October 26th, November 9th and November 23rd.  

 

 A motion was made by Mayor Picinich and was seconded by Trustee Schleimer 

to enter into executive session to discuss the lease of real property; all in favor: 

Motion Adopted  

   Mayor Gina Picinich  Aye 

   Deputy Mayor Jean Farber Aye 

Trustee David Squirrell Aye 

  Trustee Karen Schleimer Aye 

   Trustee Peter Grunthal Aye 

 

 

 

  

There being no further business to come before the Board, Mayor Picinich closed 

the meeting at 10:09 pm.  

_________________________ 

       Edward W. Brancati 

       Village Manager 

/lh 



From: Edward Brancati
To: Lizette Hernandez
Cc: Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: Public Hearing Comments from CAC on Zoning Amendment for Kirby Commons development
Date: Friday, November 13, 2020 1:54:50 PM
Attachments: CAC Moger Hearing final 111220.docx

For the record.
 

From: John Rhodes [mailto:johnrhodes786@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 11:35 PM
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov>; Deputy Mayor Jean Farber
<deputymayorfarber@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee Peter Grunthal
<trusteegrunthal@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee Karen Schleimer
<trusteeschleimer@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee David Squirrell
<trusteesquirrell@mountkiscony.gov>; Whitney Singleton <wsingleton@sdslawny.com>; Edward
Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; Kenneth Famulare <kfamulare@mountkiscony.gov>; Jan
Johannessen <jjohannessen@kelses.com>; Anthony Oliveri <anthony@drepc.com>; Michelle Russo
<planning@mountkiscony.gov>
Cc: Deputy Mayor <tony@mslawny.com>; Harry McCartney <mcctney@gmail.com>; jrgmelin
<jrgmelin@verizon.net>; Alice DuBon <akhdubon@gmail.com>; Alan Antin
<alan.h.antin@gmail.com>
Subject: Public Hearing Comments from CAC on Zoning Amendment for Kirby Commons
development
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
 
 
The CAC met and discussed this Zoning Amendment and the related parts of this emerging plan. 
 
In summary, here are our new concerns and some questions that have not been completely
addressed, with updated information based on the questions and answers at the last Public Hearing
Session. 
 

1. Contract Zoning
We strongly advise that the Trustees look very carefully at the assertion that this Amendment
constitutes improper Contract Zoning. The statement by advocates of the Amendment that the
concessions would be available to any prospective developer is difficult to accept. Based on the
statements made by the Village Manager and Mayor regarding the relationship of this Amendment to
ongoing negotiations with the prospective Developer, it is clear that this Amendment may constitute
impermissible Contract Zoning— for example, when the Mayor stated that the Village could not
modify the Amendment to comply with the County’s request for more affordable housing at a lower
AMI because, “That’s not what we negotiated.” Also, by incorporating such major concessions into
the Amendment at the apparent request of the developer, with little additional value in return, the
Village relinquishes the negotiating leverage to obtain such amenities as the number and rental cost
of housing units recommended by the County, additional public green space, or other benefits for the
Village. 
 
2. Affordable Housing 

mailto:ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:lhernandez@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:kfamulare@mountkiscony.gov



Date: 11/12/2020

From: John Rhodes, MK CAC

To: Mayor Picinich, Deputy Mayor Farber, Village Trustees and Village Staff

Re: Public Hearing Comments on Zoning Amendment for Kirby Commons development



The CAC met and discussed this Zoning Amendment and the related parts of this emerging plan. 



In summary, here are our new concerns and some questions that have not been completely addressed, with updated information based on the questions and answers at the last Public Hearing Session. 



Contract Zoning

We strongly advise that the Trustees look very carefully at the assertion that this Amendment constitutes improper Contract Zoning. The statement by advocates of the Amendment that the concessions would be available to any prospective developer is difficult to accept. Based on the statements made by the Village Manager and Mayor regarding the relationship of this Amendment to ongoing negotiations with the prospective Developer, it is clear that this Amendment may constitute impermissible Contract Zoning— for example, when the Mayor stated that the Village could not modify the Amendment to comply with the County’s request for more affordable housing at a lower AMI because, “That’s not what we negotiated.” Also, by incorporating such major concessions into the Amendment at the apparent request of the developer, with little additional value in return, the Village relinquishes the negotiating leverage to obtain such amenities as the number and rental cost of housing units recommended by the County, additional public green space, or other benefits for the Village. 



2. Affordable Housing 

We are also concerned that the proposal for 15 affordable apartments at 90% AMI included in the zoning amendment does not meet the County’s written requirement, or the needs of the community. With proposed apartments renting for as much as $4,500 a month, we have serious doubts that the plan will work out well under the changed economic and work situation. Adopting the County’s written request would assure that a significant number of apartments would be accessible to people who work in Mount Kisco, as well as reducing traffic and pollution—thereby achieving two of the central objectives of the Comprehensive Plan.

 

3. Increased Coverage and other Concessions                           

The proposed increase to 100% Development Coverage in both lots eliminates the requirement for any public green space in each area. Along with the reduced setback, increased building coverage, and greater building height on North Moger, this magnifies the already significant negative impact of the project (as currently proposed) on hundreds of neighboring residents.  



4. Traffic and Pedestrian Safety

The amendment and the currently available plans do not address the community’s frequently voiced, serious traffic concerns, particularly the negative impact on traffic and safety on Main Street, North Moger, Britton Lane, and South Moger.  



We are also concerned that the overflow of traffic on Main Street resulting from implementation of the current plan would make it necessary to revive an earlier plan for an Exit from the North Lot onto Barker Street, with very serious negative consequences for that neighborhood.



An already difficult pedestrian safety situation may also be exacerbated by an increase in traffic, particularly on Main Street at the exit from the North Lot, and along South Moger Avenue. 



We recommend that a complete traffic study be conducted before any zoning amendment is passed, or the Village signs any further agreements relating to this project.



5. Parking

Currently available parking plans show a major decrease in usable parking space for shoppers and commuters. While it may be possible that the total number of permit and metered spaces will not decrease, the usefulness of these spaces will be drastically reduced. Commuters would be relegated to the North lot, facing a long and difficult trek to and from the train platform, particularly at night and in bad weather. Shoppers would face a hike of up to a half mile to shops on South Moger, surely impacting the already stressed business of current merchants in the area. At the same time nearly 200 prime spaces would be allocated to “anchor commercial tenants,” who will, most likely, be competing with our current shopkeepers.

  

6. Construction Management

We believe Village Board has the right and the obligation to protect residents and businesses from the negative impacts of major construction on Village property. Unlike the Planning Board, which has little ability to go beyond the bare minimum protection requirements specified in State and Local law—the Village BoT, as lessor, may require any reasonable protection necessary to guard the health, quality of life, and economic interests of its constituents.  



For example, the current code specifies that (referring to excavations and other high noise/dust producing  activities)  “No operation shall be permitted on Sundays or legal holidays, or before 8:00 a.m. or after 5:00 p.m. on other days.” But, since there is a Synagogue only a few yards from the South Moger Lot construction site, the Agreement should add to this “on Saturdays”



There are many other regulations or practices that may need to be modified for this Agreement. For example, noise and dust barriers such as those used for the Green St Firehouse construction would be totally inadequate to protect the health and quality-of-life of residents of N. Moger or Stewart Height from many months of heavy demolition and construction activities. Due to the relative height and proximity of these dwellings, taller, more sound absorbent barriers would be needed to avoid serious disruption of the lives and work of these residents. 



We are very concerned that, despite years of requests from residents, shopkeepers, the CAC, and even some Trustees, there is no construction management plan to limit the noise, dust, traffic, and related problems from what is likely to be several years of heavy construction in the busiest, most densely populated section of town. It is not unusual for strict guidelines for construction management to be included in RFP, LOI, and other documents regarding Municipal property, but this has not been done in this case. This is even more troubling given the well publicized record of the prospective developer in these matters.



7. Due Diligence

We also recommend that no zoning amendment be made or other agreement signed until all due diligence is completed and reviewed, including both the environmental testing by Gotham, a traffic study, and the examination by the Trustees of the Gotham’s track record as a partner with communities on large construction projects.* 



No big developer is perfect, but we believe that all the Trustees, whose names will be on the lease for the next 99 years, should reflect on the potential long-term impact of this proposal on their legacy as public servants. We ask that you do your due diligence, and look at the potential impacts of these issues, the track record of this developer, and then create an agreement and lease that protects all our residents and businesses.   



8. Flaw regarding SEQRA Compliance

We recommend that you include in any amendment a correction of what appears to be a fatal flaw in the LOI and plan. Rather than state that the developer will be bound to any related findings or requirements from the SEQRA review of their application, the LOI does just the opposite. The LOI provides the developer with a virtual shield against any effective environmental remediation, allowing them grounds to cancel the agreement, or file a lawsuit against the Village. 



In the LOI it states:

“If the SEQRA review results in a set of findings under which provisions the Transaction Documents cannot be completed in accordance with its terms, then this condition precedent shall be deemed not satisfied, unless the parties hereto agree to modify the contract to comply with the SEQRA findings.”



For example, if the Planning Board finds that the lighting plan for the North Lot Parking Garage will disturb residents on North Moger or Mountain Avenue, and requests a less invasive lighting scheme, the developer could threaten to cancel the whole agreement, for cause, under this part of the Letter of Agreement, or sue the Village on a number of grounds. 



It would be like a sword hanging over the heads of the PB, the ZBA, or any other involved agency, who would likely be very reluctant to require corrective action and risk these serious consequences. 



This same tactic could be employed for dozens of other issues, such as traffic management, pedestrian safety, management of construction noise, and pollution, to name just a few.



It’s wishful thinking to expect that the developer will not use every loophole in the zoning and contractual agreement to their own financial advantage.



This is no local mom-and-pop local developer dependent on good community relations, they have no personal ties or social responsibilities to the Village. To the contrary, they are another giant NYC developer, whose portfolio includes mostly large, urban developments—and with a record of playing hardball with local boards and communities, They are currently being sued in Federal Court for violating the Americans with Disabilities Act (3), and are also currently (1) being sued for overdue rent on leased property! This is not to pre-judge that they are unsuitable as a partner in developing the Moger lots, but rather to indicate that they are formidable (2), that the VBoT would be wise to proceed with great caution, and leave nothing to chance or to the expectation of community oriented intentions



We recommend that this requirement in the LOI be eliminated by a statement in this zoning amendment, or before any binding contract is signed.



9. Amenities

Providing these major concessions in a town law - concessions  which go strongly against dozen of comments and requests by downtown residents, small business owners, and the County, is hard to understand. The rationale that this is being done in exchange for new amenities is also hard to accept, since these amenities were already requested in the RFP, and included in the developer’s proposal. Especially since other “amenities” from the Comprehensive Plan and RFP, such as public green space and a promenade (also recommended by BFJ and our own Village Planner) are glaringly absent from the LOI and Plan.

 

10. Notification

Many of the residents and business people who will be effected by this Zoning Amendment were apparently not notified of this hearing, and many are still unaware that the Hearing is taking place, having no idea that the proposed changes could have a major impact on their lives. 



It is possible that the most narrow interpretation of the minimum legal requirements for notification of zoning changes have been fulfilled. However, we believe that the purpose of these requirements, and the duty of Village officials to neighborhood residents, has not been fulfilled. As one of many hundreds of Village residents who live within 500’ of the proposed development, I received no notice of the Hearing, but only learned of it through my involvement in the CAC and other Village related activities. 





Summary and Recommendations

There are so many apparent flaws and unresolved dependencies in this proposed Zoning Amendment (and in the LOI and Plan) that the CAC recommends that the amendment be tabled until there are clear, expert, and unambiguous written answers to all the specific questions raised by us and other concerned residents during the Public Hearings and Written Comments period.



The extra time would also provide former Deputy Mayor Tony Markus, who will be re-joining the Board, time to get up to speed on this complex matter. After all, he and the rest of you will be remembered for decades as the Board that took the time to get this right, or didn’t.



Many thanks,

John Rhodes, Chairman

on behalf of the 

Mount Kisco CAC





Notes:



1.  Article - Gotham sued for HQ rent

1 https://www.crainsnewyork.com/commercial-real-estate/developer-sues-gotham-organization-nearly-200k-back-rent



2 Article re political contributions, zoning

, zoning https://www.propublica.org/article/developers-of-manhattan-luxury-towers-give-millions-to-upstate-candidates



3 ADA Lawsuit Against Gotham 

https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/15665122/fair-housing-justice-center-inc-v-gotham-organization-inc/



 















We are also concerned that the proposal for 15 affordable apartments at 90% AMI included in the
zoning amendment does not meet the County’s written requirement, or the needs of the community.
With proposed apartments renting for as much as $4,500 a month, we have serious doubts that the
plan will work out well under the changed economic and work situation. Adopting the County’s
written request would assure that a significant number of apartments would be accessible to people
who work in Mount Kisco, as well as reducing traffic and pollution—thereby achieving two of the
central objectives of the Comprehensive Plan.
 
3. Increased Coverage and other Concessions                           
The proposed increase to 100% Development Coverage in both lots eliminates the requirement for
any public green space in each area. Along with the reduced setback, increased building coverage,
and greater building height on North Moger, this magnifies the already significant negative impact of
the project (as currently proposed) on hundreds of neighboring residents.  
 
4. Traffic and Pedestrian Safety
The amendment and the currently available plans do not address the community’s frequently voiced,
serious traffic concerns, particularly the negative impact on traffic and safety on Main Street, North
Moger, Britton Lane, and South Moger.  
 
We are also concerned that the overflow of traffic on Main Street resulting from implementation of
the current plan would make it necessary to revive an earlier plan for an Exit from the North Lot
onto Barker Street, with very serious negative consequences for that neighborhood.
 
An already difficult pedestrian safety situation may also be exacerbated by an increase in traffic,
particularly on Main Street at the exit from the North Lot, and along South Moger Avenue. 
 
We recommend that a complete traffic study be conducted before any zoning amendment is passed,
or the Village signs any further agreements relating to this project.
 
5. Parking
Currently available parking plans show a major decrease in usable parking space for shoppers and
commuters. While it may be possible that the total number of permit and metered spaces will not
decrease, the usefulness of these spaces will be drastically reduced. Commuters would be relegated
to the North lot, facing a long and difficult trek to and from the train platform, particularly at night
and in bad weather. Shoppers would face a hike of up to a half mile to shops on South Moger, surely
impacting the already stressed business of current merchants in the area. At the same time nearly 200
prime spaces would be allocated to “anchor commercial tenants,” who will, most likely, be
competing with our current shopkeepers.
  
6. Construction Management
We believe Village Board has the right and the obligation to protect residents and businesses from
the negative impacts of major construction on Village property. Unlike the Planning Board, which
has little ability to go beyond the bare minimum protection requirements specified in State and Local
law—the Village BoT, as lessor, may require any reasonable protection necessary to guard the
health, quality of life, and economic interests of its constituents.  
 
For example, the current code specifies that (referring to excavations and other high noise/dust
producing  activities)  “No operation shall be permitted on Sundays or legal holidays, or before 8:00
a.m. or after 5:00 p.m. on other days.” But, since there is a Synagogue only a few yards from the
South Moger Lot construction site, the Agreement should add to this “on Saturdays”
 
There are many other regulations or practices that may need to be modified for this Agreement. For
example, noise and dust barriers such as those used for the Green St Firehouse construction would be



totally inadequate to protect the health and quality-of-life of residents of N. Moger or Stewart Height
from many months of heavy demolition and construction activities. Due to the relative height and
proximity of these dwellings, taller, more sound absorbent barriers would be needed to avoid serious
disruption of the lives and work of these residents. 
 
We are very concerned that, despite years of requests from residents, shopkeepers, the CAC, and
even some Trustees, there is no construction management plan to limit the noise, dust, traffic, and
related problems from what is likely to be several years of heavy construction in the busiest, most
densely populated section of town. It is not unusual for strict guidelines for construction
management to be included in RFP, LOI, and other documents regarding Municipal property, but
this has not been done in this case. This is even more troubling given the well publicized record of
the prospective developer in these matters.
 
7. Due Diligence
We also recommend that no zoning amendment be made or other agreement signed until all due
diligence is completed and reviewed, including both the environmental testing by Gotham, a traffic
study, and the examination by the Trustees of the Gotham’s track record as a partner with
communities on large construction projects.* 
 
No big developer is perfect, but we believe that all the Trustees, whose names will be on the lease
for the next 99 years, should reflect on the potential long-term impact of this proposal on their legacy
as public servants. We ask that you do your due diligence, and look at the potential impacts of these
issues, the track record of this developer, and then create an agreement and lease that protects all our
residents and businesses.   
 
8. Flaw regarding SEQRA Compliance
We recommend that you include in any amendment a correction of what appears to be a fatal flaw in
the LOI and plan. Rather than state that the developer will be bound to any related findings or
requirements from the SEQRA review of their application, the LOI does just the opposite. The LOI
provides the developer with a virtual shield against any effective environmental remediation,
allowing them grounds to cancel the agreement, or file a lawsuit against the Village. 
 
In the LOI it states:
“If the SEQRA review results in a set of findings under which provisions the Transaction Documents
cannot be completed in accordance with its terms, then this condition precedent shall be deemed not
satisfied, unless the parties hereto agree to modify the contract to comply with the SEQRA findings.”
 
For example, if the Planning Board finds that the lighting plan for the North Lot Parking Garage will
disturb residents on North Moger or Mountain Avenue, and requests a less invasive lighting scheme,
the developer could threaten to cancel the whole agreement, for cause, under this part of the Letter of
Agreement, or sue the Village on a number of grounds. 
 
It would be like a sword hanging over the heads of the PB, the ZBA, or any other involved agency,
who would likely be very reluctant to require corrective action and risk these serious consequences. 
 
This same tactic could be employed for dozens of other issues, such as traffic management,
pedestrian safety, management of construction noise, and pollution, to name just a few.
 
It’s wishful thinking to expect that the developer will not use every loophole in the zoning and
contractual agreement to their own financial advantage.
 
This is no local mom-and-pop local developer dependent on good community relations, they have no
personal ties or social responsibilities to the Village. To the contrary, they are another giant NYC



developer, whose portfolio includes mostly large, urban developments—and with a record of playing
hardball with local boards and communities, They are currently being sued in Federal Court for
violating the Americans with Disabilities Act (3), and are also currently (1) being sued for overdue
rent on leased property! This is not to pre-judge that they are unsuitable as a partner in developing
the Moger lots, but rather to indicate that they are formidable (2), that the VBoT would be wise to
proceed with great caution, and leave nothing to chance or to the expectation of community oriented
intentions
 
We recommend that this requirement in the LOI be eliminated by a statement in this zoning
amendment, or before any binding contract is signed.
 
9. Amenities
Providing these major concessions in a town law - concessions  which go strongly against dozen of
comments and requests by downtown residents, small business owners, and the County, is hard to
understand. The rationale that this is being done in exchange for new amenities is also hard to
accept, since these amenities were already requested in the RFP, and included in the developer’s
proposal. Especially since other “amenities” from the Comprehensive Plan and RFP, such as public
green space and a promenade (also recommended by BFJ and our own Village Planner) are glaringly
absent from the LOI and Plan.
 
10. Notification
Many of the residents and business people who will be effected by this Zoning Amendment were
apparently not notified of this hearing, and many are still unaware that the Hearing is taking place,
having no idea that the proposed changes could have a major impact on their lives. 
 
It is possible that the most narrow interpretation of the minimum legal requirements for notification
of zoning changes have been fulfilled. However, we believe that the purpose of these requirements,
and the duty of Village officials to neighborhood residents, has not been fulfilled. As one of many
hundreds of Village residents who live within 500’ of the proposed development, I received no
notice of the Hearing, but only learned of it through my involvement in the CAC and other Village
related activities. 
 
 
Summary and Recommendations
There are so many apparent flaws and unresolved dependencies in this proposed Zoning Amendment
(and in the LOI and Plan) that the CAC recommends that the amendment be tabled until there are
clear, expert, and unambiguous written answers to all the specific questions raised by us and other
concerned residents during the Public Hearings and Written Comments period.
 
The extra time would also provide former Deputy Mayor Tony Markus, who will be re-joining the
Board, time to get up to speed on this complex matter. After all, he and the rest of you will be
remembered for decades as the Board that took the time to get this right, or didn’t.
 
 
Many thanks,
John Rhodes, Chairman
on behalf of the 
Mount Kisco CAC
 
 
 
Notes:
 



1.  Article - Gotham sued for HQ rent
1 https://www.crainsnewyork.com/commercial-real-estate/developer-sues-gotham-organization-nearly-200k-back-rent
 
2 Article re political contributions, zoning
, zoning https://www.propublica.org/article/developers-of-manhattan-luxury-towers-give-millions-
to-upstate-candidates
 
3 ADA Lawsuit Against Gotham 
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/15665122/fair-housing-justice-center-inc-v-gotham-
organization-inc/
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.crainsnewyork.com/commercial-real-estate/developer-sues-gotham-organization-nearly-200k-back-rent
https://www.propublica.org/article/developers-of-manhattan-luxury-towers-give-millions-to-upstate-candidates
https://www.propublica.org/article/developers-of-manhattan-luxury-towers-give-millions-to-upstate-candidates
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/15665122/fair-housing-justice-center-inc-v-gotham-organization-inc/
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/15665122/fair-housing-justice-center-inc-v-gotham-organization-inc/
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Mayor Gina Picinich
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 4:00 PM
To: 'Elisa Bruno-Midili'
Cc: Edward Brancati; Kenneth Famulare; Lizette Hernandez
Subject: RE: Kirby Commons Support

Thank you for taking the time to share your perspective. We will share with the Board of Trustees. 
 
With Gratitude, 
Gina 
 
 
Gina D. Picinich 
Mayor 
 
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 
914 864--0011 
104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
 

 
 

From: Elisa Bruno-Midili [mailto:elisa@caferealtyny.com]  
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 3:30 PM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons Support 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Dear Mayor Picinich, Board of Trustees, and Village Manager Brancati,  
 
As a business owner in Mount Kisco, I would like to let you know that I support the plan for Kirby Commons. 
The new businesses and residences will bring an influx of people and new business to our entire Mount Kisco 
Community. 
 
Thank you! 
Elisa 
 

 

 

NYS  
Elisa Bruno-Midili 
Associate Real Estate Broker/Owner Café Realty 
Creating Collaborative Connections 

NYS Lic # 10301202496  
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BOOK A CONSULTATION ONLINE 
Local. Independent. Community-Focused. Real Estate 
A Complete Moving Experience on Facebook 

NYS DEPT OF EDUCATION SCHOOL REPORTS 
 
 
 

 

 

914-230-0650 | 914-912-1355 

 

Elisa@CafeRealtyNY.com  

 

Find out more about me!  

 

239 Lexington Ave l Mount Kisco NY 10549
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Monday, November 9, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: FW: Support for the Kirby Commons Redevelopment

For the record. 
 

From: Bill Balter [mailto:bbalter@Wilderbalter.com]  
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2020 10:07 AM 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Cc: Jane Balter <jdbalter@icloud.com> 
Subject: Support for the Kirby Commons Redevelopment 
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Dear Ed and Gina, 
 
Jane and I have been Mount Kisco property owners for 27+ years.  We chose to raise our three daughters here because 
of the diverse population in the village (and at the elementary school) and the energetic, bustling village we moved 
to.   Jane was very involved in the elementary school and I was on the board and executive committee of the Boys and 
Girls Club so we were very involved in the youth of the village.   
 
Professionally, Wilder Balter Partners, Inc. built one of the ambulance corps buildings.  WBP is also very active in 
Westchester as a residential developer, builder, owner and manager.   We completed the Chappaqua Crossing 
Apartments, Woodcrest at Leonard Park & Glassbury Court, and we are currently building two mixed use buildings in 
New Rochelle.  As you likely know, New Rochelle adopted a form based code with the intended goal of bringing the life 
back to their once thriving downtown area.  It’s working (even during the pandemic). 
 
Unfortunately, over the last two decades, Mount Kisco has lost much of its energy.  Over the past few years, the local 
government has recognized this and done a very good job working to improve this. From streamlining the local approval 
processes to creation of the form based code to putting on the RFP for the train station area, there have been real signs 
of progress.   
 
What the downtown needs, what other downtowns have successfully implemented (Saratoga Springs, for example) is to 
bring energy and vibrance to their downtowns by creating residential density.   
 
Beyer Blinder Belle, who we have worked with, is as good as it gets – they are a world class architect whose buildings 
stand the test of time.   
 
We could not be more supportive of the Kirby Commons redevelopment and we hope that the vocal few do not derail a 
renaissance that will benefit the entire Village of Mount Kisco. 
 
Thanks for your work on this. 
 
Sincerely, 
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Bill Balter 
 
________________________ 
William G. Balter, President 
Wilder Balter Partners, Inc. 
480 Bedford Road 
Chappaqua, New York 10514 
(914)610‐3650 
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Mayor Gina Picinich
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 10:08 AM
To: 'Frannie Albanese'
Cc: Edward Brancati; Lizette Hernandez; Kenneth Famulare
Subject: RE: Kirby Commons

Frannie, thank you for taking the time to share  your views. We will share with the Board of Trustees. 
 
With Gratitude, 
Gina 
 
 
Gina D. Picinich 
Mayor 
 
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 
914 864--0011 
104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
 

 
 

From: Frannie Albanese [mailto:franniealbanese@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Dear Mayor Picinich: 

As a resident, landlord and business owner in Mt. Kisco, I wanted to voice my opinion in favor of the changes to the 
Kirby Commons project downtown.  The complex has already been approved, and I believe that it will ignite business 
and vibrancy in our town.  I have talked to many business owners and residents, and they feel the same way.  Hopefully, 
they will write to show their support as well! 

Thank you and the Board Members for your hard work in making Mt. Kisco a beautiful little village to live and thrive. 

Sincerely, 

Frannie Albanese 
Resident, Landlord and 
  Business Owner in Mt. Kisco 
914-384-6263 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Monday, November 9, 2020 4:54 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: FW: Kirby Commons

For the record. 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Edward Witz [mailto:edwardpwitz@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2020 2:01 PM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov>; Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 
 
Dear Gina and Ed ‐ I was surprised to learn that a vocal minority among us in Mount Kisco has been speaking out against 
the Kirby Commons Development Project. 
 
I always considered the project a huge “no‐brainer” positive or our community, a view which I had in common with 
anyone in Mount Kisco with whom I have discussed the project.  It will enhance the local Mount Kisco economy, increase 
property values and grow tax revenues. 
 
Failure to approve this project could have catastrophic economic consequences for Mount Kisco and its residents.  
Mount Kisco competes with its surrounding villages and towns in Westchester County for business and real estate 
investment dollars.  If we don’t approve such an obviously advantageous opportunity, future investors will avoid Mount 
Kisco, leading to more vacant stores, lower property values and an insufficient tax base to support our residents. 
 
I am obviously hugely in favor of this project and would like to offer any help you may need in getting it approved. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Edward Witz 
2 Carlton Drive 
Mount Kisco, NY 
 
Sent from my iPad 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Monday, November 9, 2020 8:39 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: FW: I support the Kirby Commons Development

For the record. 
 

From: Andrew [mailto:4weidmann@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2020 4:24 PM 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: I support the Kirby Commons Development 

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Mayor Picinich,  
 
I support the Kirby Commons Development.  I would have more concerns if trees, wetlands or meadows were being 
destroyed, but the areas are already parking lots.  Maybe, as a result I differ from people with whom I would normally 
agree.  I think that the more parking spots allowed the more people will drive.  I don’t think we should increase parking 
as I think that part of the idea is to get people to walk in and through our beautiful village and or use the train from their 
new living space without the need for a car.  I support the Kirby Commons Development. 

Andrew Weidmann 
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Mayor Gina Picinich
Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 12:07 PM
To: John Rhodes; Deputy Mayor Jean Farber; Trustee Peter Grunthal; Trustee Karen 

Schleimer; Trustee David Squirrell; Whitney Singleton; Edward Brancati; Kenneth 
Famulare; Jan Johannessen; Anthony Oliveri; Michelle Russo

Cc: Deputy Mayor; Harry McCartney; jrgmelin; Alice DuBon; Alan Antin
Subject: RE: Public Hearing Comments from CAC on Zoning Amendment for Kirby Commons 

development
Attachments: 20201107_Streetscape View-V3.pdf

Appreciate this very thoughtful communication. The objective of a Public Hearing is to listen to comments, assess 
concerns and incorporate solutions as appropriate. This response will be specific to the concerns identified related to 
the expanded builder bonus/zoning amendment. Next week, I will send another response to concerns not related to the 
subject of the Public Hearing. 
  
Development Coverage 
The concern is no green space and 100% impermeable service.  
South Moger – The proposed set back from curb to building line is 30 feet. This leaves substantial space to create a 
“greenway” along South Moger and toward the train station and Kirby Plaza. This will provide the 
connecting “green” walkway from the station to the crosswalk to the promenade. In response to the concern, the 
developer has expressed interest and intent to “green" this area 
North Moger – There will be a green roof on a portion of the parking structure. Additionally, the developer has verified 
that there will be a green wall facing North Moger properties. 
  
Reduction of setback in North Moger Lot 
The concern is potential negative impact on residential properties. The current condition is black asphalt parking spaces, 
a driving lane and a view of the parking lot, railroad tracks and the industrial looking structures across the tracks. The 
new condition would be a driving lane and a green wall. I believe the new condition would be an improvement over the 
existing condition.  
  
Attached are images provided by the developer. The first is the original paved frontage of South Moger building. The 
second shows same view with planted areas and benches facing building. The purpose of the rendering is to 
demonstrate the space and ability to add plantings and permeable surfaces in this ares. The third is the green wall on 
the parking structure. 
  
15 apartments at 90% of AMI 
The concern is a recommendation from Westchester County requesting 10% of development at 80% of AMI.  
This general recommendation is for all Westchester communities, particularly to those who were identified as part of 
the Federal Housing Settlement. Mount Kisco, which has 2 project based Section 8 developments and a Section 8 
voucher program were never part of the settlement. Westchester County must continue to apply pressure to other 
communities in Northern Westchester to live up to the standard that Mount Kisco has set. Important to note, the 
Westchester County IDA has approved the PILOT which included the 90% AMI benefit. 
  
I have spent a good deal of time reviewing AMI and needs in our community. Those generally in the greatest need in the 
Village are not eligible for HUD or other Federal or County funded housing programs, as these require a social security 
number to participate. Our focus for these programs are those who work in the Village or other areas in Westchester 
such as nurses, police officers, restaurant cooks and waitresses, municipal and county employees.  
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A threshold lower than 90% AMI reduces eligibility. For example, a family of 3 in which the parents work at a local 
restaurant as a cook and waitress would have a combined income that would be eligible at 90% but that income would 
be too high at 80%. We want to provide a threshold that addresses the needs of this workforce. 
  
Replacement of Parking 
The concern is that existing parking has not been replaced. 
The criteria for replacing parking has been met. 596 spaces, as was identified in the RFP, are being replaced with 
revenue for those spaces coming to the Village. It is a policy decision by the Village Board as to the use allocation of 
those spaces.  
  
 
  
With Gratitude, 
Gina 
 
  
  
  
Gina D. Picinich 
Mayor 
  
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 
914 864--0011 
104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
  

 
  

From: John Rhodes [mailto:johnrhodes786@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 11:35 PM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov>; Deputy Mayor Jean Farber 
<deputymayorfarber@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee Peter Grunthal <trusteegrunthal@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee 
Karen Schleimer <trusteeschleimer@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee David Squirrell <trusteesquirrell@mountkiscony.gov>; 
Whitney Singleton <wsingleton@sdslawny.com>; Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; Kenneth Famulare 
<kfamulare@mountkiscony.gov>; Jan Johannessen <jjohannessen@kelses.com>; Anthony Oliveri 
<anthony@drepc.com>; Michelle Russo <planning@mountkiscony.gov> 
Cc: Deputy Mayor <tony@mslawny.com>; Harry McCartney <mcctney@gmail.com>; jrgmelin <jrgmelin@verizon.net>; 
Alice DuBon <akhdubon@gmail.com>; Alan Antin <alan.h.antin@gmail.com> 
Subject: Public Hearing Comments from CAC on Zoning Amendment for Kirby Commons development 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 
  
  
The CAC met and discussed this Zoning Amendment and the related parts of this emerging plan.  
  
In summary, here are our new concerns and some questions that have not been completely addressed, with updated 
information based on the questions and answers at the last Public Hearing Session.  
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1. Contract Zoning  
We strongly advise that the Trustees look very carefully at the assertion that this Amendment constitutes improper 
Contract Zoning. The statement by advocates of the Amendment that the concessions would be available to any 
prospective developer is difficult to accept. Based on the statements made by the Village Manager and Mayor 
regarding the relationship of this Amendment to ongoing negotiations with the prospective Developer, it is clear that 
this Amendment may constitute impermissible Contract Zoning— for example, when the Mayor stated that the 
Village could not modify the Amendment to comply with the County’s request for more affordable housing at a 
lower AMI because, “That’s not what we negotiated.” Also, by incorporating such major concessions into the 
Amendment at the apparent request of the developer, with little additional value in return, the Village relinquishes 
the negotiating leverage to obtain such amenities as the number and rental cost of housing units recommended by the 
County, additional public green space, or other benefits for the Village.  
  
2. Affordable Housing  
We are also concerned that the proposal for 15 affordable apartments at 90% AMI included in the zoning 
amendment does not meet the County’s written requirement, or the needs of the community. With proposed 
apartments renting for as much as $4,500 a month, we have serious doubts that the plan will work out well under the 
changed economic and work situation. Adopting the County’s written request would assure that a significant number 
of apartments would be accessible to people who work in Mount Kisco, as well as reducing traffic and pollution—
thereby achieving two of the central objectives of the Comprehensive Plan. 
  
3. Increased Coverage and other Concessions                            
The proposed increase to 100% Development Coverage in both lots eliminates the requirement for any public green 
space in each area. Along with the reduced setback, increased building coverage, and greater building height on 
North Moger, this magnifies the already significant negative impact of the project (as currently proposed) on 
hundreds of neighboring residents.   
  
4. Traffic and Pedestrian Safety 
The amendment and the currently available plans do not address the community’s frequently voiced, serious traffic 
concerns, particularly the negative impact on traffic and safety on Main Street, North Moger, Britton Lane, and 
South Moger.   
  
We are also concerned that the overflow of traffic on Main Street resulting from implementation of the current plan 
would make it necessary to revive an earlier plan for an Exit from the North Lot onto Barker Street, with very 
serious negative consequences for that neighborhood. 
  
An already difficult pedestrian safety situation may also be exacerbated by an increase in traffic, particularly on 
Main Street at the exit from the North Lot, and along South Moger Avenue.  
  
We recommend that a complete traffic study be conducted before any zoning amendment is passed, or the Village 
signs any further agreements relating to this project. 
  
5. Parking 
Currently available parking plans show a major decrease in usable parking space for shoppers and commuters. While 
it may be possible that the total number of permit and metered spaces will not decrease, the usefulness of these 
spaces will be drastically reduced. Commuters would be relegated to the North lot, facing a long and difficult trek to 
and from the train platform, particularly at night and in bad weather. Shoppers would face a hike of up to a half mile 
to shops on South Moger, surely impacting the already stressed business of current merchants in the area. At the 
same time nearly 200 prime spaces would be allocated to “anchor commercial tenants,” who will, most likely, be 
competing with our current shopkeepers. 
   
6. Construction Management 
We believe Village Board has the right and the obligation to protect residents and businesses from the negative 
impacts of major construction on Village property. Unlike the Planning Board, which has little ability to go beyond 
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the bare minimum protection requirements specified in State and Local law—the Village BoT, as lessor, may require 
any reasonable protection necessary to guard the health, quality of life, and economic interests of its constituents.   
  
For example, the current code specifies that (referring to excavations and other high noise/dust 
producing  activities)  “No operation shall be permitted on Sundays or legal holidays, or before 8:00 a.m. or after 
5:00 p.m. on other days.” But, since there is a Synagogue only a few yards from the South Moger Lot construction 
site, the Agreement should add to this “on Saturdays” 
  
There are many other regulations or practices that may need to be modified for this Agreement. For example, noise 
and dust barriers such as those used for the Green St Firehouse construction would be totally inadequate to protect 
the health and quality-of-life of residents of N. Moger or Stewart Height from many months of heavy demolition and 
construction activities. Due to the relative height and proximity of these dwellings, taller, more sound absorbent 
barriers would be needed to avoid serious disruption of the lives and work of these residents.  
  
We are very concerned that, despite years of requests from residents, shopkeepers, the CAC, and even some 
Trustees, there is no construction management plan to limit the noise, dust, traffic, and related problems from what is 
likely to be several years of heavy construction in the busiest, most densely populated section of town. It is not 
unusual for strict guidelines for construction management to be included in RFP, LOI, and other documents 
regarding Municipal property, but this has not been done in this case. This is even more troubling given the well 
publicized record of the prospective developer in these matters. 
  
7. Due Diligence 
We also recommend that no zoning amendment be made or other agreement signed until all due diligence is 
completed and reviewed, including both the environmental testing by Gotham, a traffic study, and the examination 
by the Trustees of the Gotham’s track record as a partner with communities on large construction projects.*  
  
No big developer is perfect, but we believe that all the Trustees, whose names will be on the lease for the next 99 
years, should reflect on the potential long-term impact of this proposal on their legacy as public servants. We ask 
that you do your due diligence, and look at the potential impacts of these issues, the track record of this developer, 
and then create an agreement and lease that protects all our residents and businesses.    
  
8. Flaw regarding SEQRA Compliance 
We recommend that you include in any amendment a correction of what appears to be a fatal flaw in the LOI and 
plan. Rather than state that the developer will be bound to any related findings or requirements from the SEQRA 
review of their application, the LOI does just the opposite. The LOI provides the developer with a virtual shield 
against any effective environmental remediation, allowing them grounds to cancel the agreement, or file a lawsuit 
against the Village.  
  
In the LOI it states: 
“If the SEQRA review results in a set of findings under which provisions the Transaction Documents cannot be 
completed in accordance with its terms, then this condition precedent shall be deemed not satisfied, unless the parties 
hereto agree to modify the contract to comply with the SEQRA findings.” 
  
For example, if the Planning Board finds that the lighting plan for the North Lot Parking Garage will disturb 
residents on North Moger or Mountain Avenue, and requests a less invasive lighting scheme, the developer could 
threaten to cancel the whole agreement, for cause, under this part of the Letter of Agreement, or sue the Village on a 
number of grounds.  
  
It would be like a sword hanging over the heads of the PB, the ZBA, or any other involved agency, who would likely 
be very reluctant to require corrective action and risk these serious consequences.  
  
This same tactic could be employed for dozens of other issues, such as traffic management, pedestrian safety, 
management of construction noise, and pollution, to name just a few. 
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It’s wishful thinking to expect that the developer will not use every loophole in the zoning and contractual agreement 
to their own financial advantage. 
  
This is no local mom-and-pop local developer dependent on good community relations, they have no personal ties or 
social responsibilities to the Village. To the contrary, they are another giant NYC developer, whose portfolio 
includes mostly large, urban developments—and with a record of playing hardball with local boards and 
communities, They are currently being sued in Federal Court for violating the Americans with Disabilities Act (3), 
and are also currently (1) being sued for overdue rent on leased property! This is not to pre-judge that they are 
unsuitable as a partner in developing the Moger lots, but rather to indicate that they are formidable (2), that the 
VBoT would be wise to proceed with great caution, and leave nothing to chance or to the expectation of community 
oriented intentions 
  
We recommend that this requirement in the LOI be eliminated by a statement in this zoning amendment, or before 
any binding contract is signed. 
  
9. Amenities 
Providing these major concessions in a town law - concessions  which go strongly against dozen of comments and 
requests by downtown residents, small business owners, and the County, is hard to understand. The rationale that 
this is being done in exchange for new amenities is also hard to accept, since these amenities were already requested 
in the RFP, and included in the developer’s proposal. Especially since other “amenities” from the Comprehensive 
Plan and RFP, such as public green space and a promenade (also recommended by BFJ and our own Village 
Planner) are glaringly absent from the LOI and Plan. 
  
10. Notification 
Many of the residents and business people who will be effected by this Zoning Amendment were apparently not 
notified of this hearing, and many are still unaware that the Hearing is taking place, having no idea that the proposed 
changes could have a major impact on their lives.  
  
It is possible that the most narrow interpretation of the minimum legal requirements for notification of zoning 
changes have been fulfilled. However, we believe that the purpose of these requirements, and the duty of Village 
officials to neighborhood residents, has not been fulfilled. As one of many hundreds of Village residents who live 
within 500’ of the proposed development, I received no notice of the Hearing, but only learned of it through my 
involvement in the CAC and other Village related activities.  
  
  
Summary and Recommendations 
There are so many apparent flaws and unresolved dependencies in this proposed Zoning Amendment (and in the LOI 
and Plan) that the CAC recommends that the amendment be tabled until there are clear, expert, and unambiguous 
written answers to all the specific questions raised by us and other concerned residents during the Public Hearings 
and Written Comments period. 
  
The extra time would also provide former Deputy Mayor Tony Markus, who will be re-joining the Board, time to get 
up to speed on this complex matter. After all, he and the rest of you will be remembered for decades as the Board 
that took the time to get this right, or didn’t. 
  
  
Many thanks, 
John Rhodes, Chairman 
on behalf of the  
Mount Kisco CAC 
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Notes: 
  
1.  Article - Gotham sued for HQ rent 
1 https://www.crainsnewyork.com/commercial-real-estate/developer-sues-gotham-organization-nearly-200k-back-rent 
  
2 Article re political contributions, zoning 
, zoning https://www.propublica.org/article/developers-of-manhattan-luxury-towers-give-millions-to-upstate-
candidates 
  
3 ADA Lawsuit Against Gotham  
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/15665122/fair-housing-justice-center-inc-v-gotham-organization-inc/ 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Sunday, November 8, 2020 10:43 AM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: Fwd: Kirby Commons Support

For the record. 

Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Robert Marlow <rob@rkminc.net> 
Date: November 8, 2020 at 7:26:46 AM EST 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>, Mayor Gina Picinich 
<MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons Support 

  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Ed/Gina 
I fully support Kirby Commons development.  Please voice my support to Village Board. 
  
Rob Marlow 
77 Croton Ave  
Mount Kisco NY  
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 12:28 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: FW: Kisco Commons

For the record. 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: bethvetare@gmail.com [mailto:bethvetare@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 12:16 PM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov>; Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; 
Kenneth Famulare <kfamulare@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kisco Commons 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 
 
Dear Mayor Picinich, Village Board, Village Manager Brancati and Assistant Village Manager Famulare; 
 
As a resident of Mount Kisco for many decades, I have seen first hand, our downtown both thrive and languish. Prior to 
COVID‐19, Mount Kisco was experiencing the largest upturn in many years. Our vacancy rate was the lowest in 
Westchester County and the stores were filling up. 
While it is true that we are in the throes of a devastating pandemic, it is also true that the scientists will discover a 
vaccine and we will resume our lives, hopefully close to what we remember as “normal”. 
 
Keeping that in mind, we must look to the future of Mount Kisco and our community. 
We must continue to plan, not just for the next year, but for the next 20+ years. 
 
Kisco Commons is the right plan. It will secure our moniker as “The Hub of Northern Westchester”. Mount Kisco cannot 
be held to the idea that more business might detract from existing ones. On the contrary, business models prove out 
that added businesses attracts more  people, who in turn spend and keep the money flowing. 
As far as the residential aspect, there will always be a need and desire. 
 
I am excited and encouraged that our elected leaders have engaged the residents and businesses for input all along this 
process and the result is a win/win for Mount Kisco and our community. 
 
Thank you, 
Beth Vetare‐Civitello 
Sent from my iPad 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:56 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: FW: Kirby Commons - writing in favor

For the record. 
 

From: Ellen Sluder (Cohen) [mailto:ellensluder@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:12 PM 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons ‐ writing in favor 

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Dear Mayor Picinich and Mr. Brancati,   
I'm writing in favor of the Kirby Commons development project and urge the Village Board to take action on 
zoning variances and approval of the contract.  
I love the direction the town has been moving in since the leadership change. Now, we need to take action to 
reflect the modern thinking that has been applied. It's time to take strategy into execution. I believe the 
development will add to the appeal of the town aesthetically and economically and I support this positive 
addition to the Village.  
 
Thank you,  
Ellen Sluder Cohen 
37 Willetts Rd, Mt Kisco, NY 10549 
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Mayor Gina Picinich
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 1:54 PM
To: 'Dan Taplitz'
Cc: Edward Brancati; Kenneth Famulare; Lizette Hernandez
Subject: RE: Supporting Kirby Commons

Dan, thank you for sharing your perspective. We will share with the Board of Trustees. 
 
With Gratitude, 
Gina 
 
 
Gina D. Picinich 
Mayor 
 
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 
914 864--0011 
104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
 

 
 

From: Dan Taplitz [mailto:dan@rcsllc.net]  
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 1:50 PM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Supporting Kirby Commons 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Dear Mayor Picinich, Board of Trustees, and Village Manager Brancati, 
 
As a local business owner and resident of Mount Kisco I am in support of the Kirby Commons project for several reasons 
including the influx of jobs, new businesses, & housing. 
 
I would be in support of this project. 
 
Thank you… 
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Dan Taplitz 
Owner  
       914-242-3212   
 

       914-514-3493  
 

       www.RCSLLC.net 

    

 

 

 
Voted Best  

IT/Telecommunications 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Mayor Gina Picinich
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 2:58 PM
To: 'ss0212@aol.com'
Cc: Deputy Mayor Jean Farber; Trustee Peter Grunthal; Trustee Karen Schleimer; Trustee 

David Squirrell; Edward Brancati; Kenneth Famulare; Lizette Hernandez
Subject: RE: Moger Development Plans

Ms Slattery thank you for reaching out to share your perspective.  
 
Comments with reference to your concerns are below. 
 
With Gratitude, 
Gina 
 
 
Gina D. Picinich 
Mayor 
 
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 
914 864--0011 
104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
 

 
 

From: ss0212@aol.com [mailto:ss0212@aol.com]  
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 8:14 AM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Cc: Deputy Mayor Jean Farber <deputymayorfarber@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee Peter Grunthal 
<trusteegrunthal@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee Karen Schleimer <trusteeschleimer@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee David 
Squirrell <trusteesquirrell@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Moger Development Plans 

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Dear Mayor Picinich: 
 
Recently I was given additional details of your plans for Kirby Commons.  I am very concerned about the following: 
 
1) 
With so many stores and businesses going out of business, why would building more retail real estate help our 
community.   

 
Prior to COVID, the vacancy rate downtown was reduced to 10%, with many more interested future business owners 
participating in pre-consultation meetings on the path to signing leases. I have every expectation that we will be back on 
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that path when the current crisis passes. The partnership for Kirby Commons includes both residential (Gotham) and 
commercial (Charter) real estate experts who have had success with similar projects. The commercial component will be 
curated to add to existing businesses. The commercial real estate philosophy is to provide fair rents to keep the spaces 
filled. As we have discussed this project with the real estate community and existing business owners, many believe this 
development is an essential draw to fill empty storefronts. 
 
We are not building for today, we must be planning for our future.  

 
2) 
At times, it has taken me 15 minutes to get from Care Mount medical center to Diplomat Towers.  The impact of additional 
cars and trucks don’t seem to benefit our community.  If you want an art gallery, why not use the old Loft retail 
space.  That prime space has been vacant for many years now. 

 
Unfortunately at peak times, there is traffic in the Village. This is largely due to the fact that our municipality is a 
thoroughfare to get to 684 and the Saw Mill Parkway. We plan to implement some ideas identified as part of our 
Comprehensive Plan to reduce traffic. However unless NYS provides additional access to these main roadways, there will 
always be some level of traffic in the Village. 
 
The whole concept of development downtown is to have people living in the same place as businesses so that they do not 
have to move their vehicles to shop or dine. If we do not have people living downtown, we will always be dependent on 
people driving downtown to sustain our local economy.  

 
3) 
The issue of a parking garage seems dangerous.  I understand we no longer have a Mt Kisco police team.  Have you put 
any kind of security in place? 
 
Mount Kisco police precinct is staffed by the Westchester County Police. They will patrol parking garage as the currently 
patrol the lots. Additionally, the developers will be responsible for installation and maintenance of cameras in the garages. 

 
4) 
Instead of 2 complexes, why not develop the North Moger site first.  If that is successful, a second review for the South 
Moger project could be considered. 
 
Due to the need to replace all existing parking, which is costly and does not generate substantial revenue, doing one 
building without the other is not financially feasible for a developer. 
 
My understanding is there has not been a comprehensive traffic study.  I am requesting this before any contract it signed. 

 
A preliminary traffic review was done as part of the Comprehensive Plan process. The Village needs to review and 
implement the identified concepts, not just for downtown but for the whole Village. A site specific study would be done 
during the planning process. 
 
I am requesting a public hearing before the lease is signed. 

 
The Village Board of Trustees is, and has been accepting comments. We continue to welcome thoughts and ideas. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Susan Slattery 
100 Diplomat Drive, Apt 7H 
Mt Kisco, NY 
 



From: Edward Brancati
To: Lizette Hernandez
Cc: Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: Comment: Public Hearing on Zoning Change for Moger Lot development
Date: Friday, November 13, 2020 1:55:13 PM
Attachments: 1112 Rhodes.docx

For the record.
 

From: John Rhodes [mailto:johnrhodes786@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 11:54 PM
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov>; Deputy Mayor Jean Farber
<deputymayorfarber@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee Peter Grunthal
<trusteegrunthal@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee Karen Schleimer
<trusteeschleimer@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee David Squirrell
<trusteesquirrell@mountkiscony.gov>; Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; Kenneth
Famulare <kfamulare@mountkiscony.gov>; Whitney Singleton <wsingleton@sdslawny.com>; Jan
Johannessen <jjohannessen@kelses.com>; Anthony Oliveri <anthony@drepc.com>; Lizette
Hernandez <lhernandez@mountkiscony.gov>
Cc: Deputy Mayor <tony@mslawny.com>; Harry McCartney <mcctney@gmail.com>; jrgmelin
<jrgmelin@verizon.net>; Alan Antin <alan.h.antin@gmail.com>; Alice DuBon
<akhdubon@gmail.com>; Linda McCartney <lmccartney679@gmail.com>; Shonan Noronha
<shonanmedia@gmail.com>; Ruth Moy <ruthdznr1@gmail.com>; Mike Kirsch <hayrakes@aol.com>
Subject: Comment: Public Hearing on Zoning Change for Moger Lot development
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
 
 
 
Dear Mayor Picinich, Deputy Mayor Farber, Trustees, and Village Staff
 
As a resident of downtown Mount Kisco, I’m very concerned about the continued expansion of the
Kirby Commons project, as reflected in the proposed Zoning Amendment. 
 
First, I’d like to say that this area is not just “Business District,” it’s our neighborhood—with
hundreds of families living in downtown Mount Kisco, and it has been that for over a hundred years.
Every day I see people walking to work, walking to the train to commute, and, of course, these days
many more people are working from home. I see children playing in the front and back yards, and
there are lots of small, family-owned shops serving both residents and visitors.   
 
You may not think of this part of town as a neighborhood, and I wouldn’t blame you. It’s far from
the Chase, Timber Ridge, and even Captain Merrit’s hill. But together with our sister neighborhood
to the North around Barker Street, it contains a significant percentage of the families in our Village. 
 
I’m very concerned about the impact that proposed construction on Village property in the South and
North Moger lots could have on the quality of life and even the health of families in our
neighborhood. Many of us have been asking for several years that a set of requirements for the
construction management plan be established by the Trustees, and that the other impacts on the
neighborhood (including traffic and pedestrian safety), be set as a high priority in the final plan. 

mailto:ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:lhernandez@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:kfamulare@mountkiscony.gov





To: Mayor Picinich, Deputy Mayor Farber, Trustees, and Village Staff





As a resident of downtown Mount Kisco, I’m very concerned about the continued expansion of the Kirby Commons project, as reflected in the proposed Zoning Amendment. 



First, I’d like to say that this area is not just “Business District,” it’s our neighborhood—with hundreds of families living in downtown Mount Kisco, and it has been that for over a hundred years. Every day I see people walking to work, walking to the train to commute, and, of course, these days many more people are working from home. I see children playing in the front and back yards, and there are lots of small, family-owned shops serving both residents and visitors.   



You may not think of this part of town as a neighborhood, and I wouldn’t blame you. It’s far from the Chase, Timber Ridge, and even Captain Merrit’s hill. But together with our sister neighborhood to the North around Barker Street, it contains a significant percentage of the families in our Village. 



I’m very concerned about the impact that proposed construction on Village property in the South and North Moger lots could have on the quality of life and even the health of families in our neighborhood. Many of us have been asking for several years that a set of requirements for the construction management plan be established by the Trustees, and that the other impacts on the neighborhood (including traffic and pedestrian safety), be set as a high priority in the final plan. 



There is a basic flaw in the Zoning Amendment before the BoT. This flaw goes way beyond the many valid questions raised by neighborhood residents and shopkeepers, way beyond the “we’’ll fix it later”answers to the design and impact issues involved in plonking down such massive structures in an already overcrowded downtown. Even beyond the question “why is this amendment needed at all”, when the “amenities” supposedly granted to the Village in return for these major concessions to the developer were all requested in the RFP— and the Mayor and Village Manager tell us that “there’s nothing in the amendment that they couldn’t do under the existing zoning.”



Our Village BoT appears not to have heeded the requests and opinions of dozens of local residents and experts during the Comprehensive Plan Design Workshops and the Hearing that followed. Many public comments and the survey showed that quite a few townspeople had serious concerns about the scale and impact of the original plan. 



Another point: At the last meeting Ed Brancati said that neighborhood people don’t have to be notified because we’re more than 50 feet away from the proposed change and parking lot wall! Now, it might possibly be true that that’s the letter of the law, but I don’t think that that’s good, inclusive government. In addition to the folks up on Barker and North Moger, all the residents on Britton Lane and Stewart Place, including the Hebrew Congregation, will be heavily impacted by this change, whether they live 75 feet away or 450 feet away from the supermarket loading doc, the parking structure, or the other planned features of the project. I’d like to see a real effort made to inform all the impacted residents and shopkeepers about the latest revisions of the amendment and plan, so that they can have a chance to voice their questions and concerns.



And those changes are not minor ones. This is not the small mixed use development that we discussed at dozens of meetings and hearings a couple of years ago. It includes a major shopping center, garage, and loading dock crammed in between the small shops on Moger Street and a densely populated residential neighborhood.



This developer’s original proposal was criticized by the Village’s own planner for not providing the promenade and other amenities requested in the Comprehensive plan and the RFP. Even some members of this Board have commented that the scale of the proposal was too large and dense for our downtown. 



We rely on our Village staff and elected officials to do what’s best for the residents and local shopkeepers of our town but, in order to fulfill this responsibility, you need to be responsive to the expressed needs and concerns by residents and business owners, to make sure that those concerns are fully and respectfully addressed, and that these concerns are reflected in changes in the final draft before any agreement or lease is signed. 



As a downtown resident, who moved here because of the peaceful environment and natural beauty of this village, I’m requesting that you “Vote Nay” on the Zoning Amendment before you or, at the very least, continue this hearing until the revised plans can be made public, and the Village has time to organize some public interactive forums. This would give everyone who will be impacted by this major change in our neighborhood have a chance to have their questions answered, and their concerns addressed.



Thanks again to you and all the Village staff for your hard work to help get our community through this difficult time. 





Sincerely,

John Rhodes

25 Stewart Place



 





 
There is a basic flaw in the Zoning Amendment before the BoT. This flaw goes way beyond the
many valid questions raised by neighborhood residents and shopkeepers, way beyond the “we’’ll fix
it later”answers to the design and impact issues involved in plonking down such massive structures
in an already overcrowded downtown. Even beyond the question “why is this amendment needed at
all”, when the “amenities” supposedly granted to the Village in return for these major concessions to
the developer were all requested in the RFP— and the Mayor and Village Manager tell us that
“there’s nothing in the amendment that they couldn’t do under the existing zoning.”
 
Our Village BoT appears not to have heeded the requests and opinions of dozens of local residents
and experts during the Comprehensive Plan Design Workshops and the Hearing that followed. Many
public comments and the survey showed that quite a few townspeople had serious concerns about the
scale and impact of the original plan. 
 
Another point: At the last meeting Ed Brancati said that neighborhood people don’t have to be
notified because we’re more than 50 feet away from the proposed change and parking lot wall! Now,
it might possibly be true that that’s the letter of the law, but I don’t think that that’s good, inclusive
government. In addition to the folks up on Barker and North Moger, all the residents on Britton Lane
and Stewart Place, including the Hebrew Congregation, will be heavily impacted by this change,
whether they live 75 feet away or 450 feet away from the supermarket loading doc, the parking
structure, or the other planned features of the project. I’d like to see a real effort made to inform all
the impacted residents and shopkeepers about the latest revisions of the amendment and plan, so that
they can have a chance to voice their questions and concerns.
 
And those changes are not minor ones. This is not the small mixed use development that we
discussed at dozens of meetings and hearings a couple of years ago. It includes a major shopping
center, garage, and loading dock crammed in between the small shops on Moger Street and a densely
populated residential neighborhood.
 
This developer’s original proposal was criticized by the Village’s own planner for not providing the
promenade and other amenities requested in the Comprehensive plan and the RFP. Even some
members of this Board have commented that the scale of the proposal was too large and dense for
our downtown. 
 
We rely on our Village staff and elected officials to do what’s best for the residents and local
shopkeepers of our town but, in order to fulfill this responsibility, you need to be responsive to the
expressed needs and concerns by residents and business owners, to make sure that those concerns are
fully and respectfully addressed, and that these concerns are reflected in changes in the final draft
before any agreement or lease is signed. 
 
As a downtown resident, who moved here because of the peaceful environment and natural beauty of
this village, I’m requesting that you “Vote Nay” on the Zoning Amendment before you or, at the
very least, continue this hearing until the revised plans can be made public, and the Village has time
to organize some public interactive forums. This would give everyone who will be impacted by this
major change in our neighborhood have a chance to have their questions answered, and their
concerns addressed.
 
Thanks again to you and all the Village staff for your hard work to help get our community through
this difficult time. 
 
 
Sincerely,
John Rhodes



25 Stewart Place
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 1:53 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Cc: Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: Agree with commercial building in Mount Kisco 

For the record. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Mayor Gina Picinich  
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 5:50 PM 
To: Jason Liu <relaxationspa153@gmail.com>; Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Re: Agree with commercial building in Mount Kisco  
 
Thank you for taking the time to share your perspective. We will share with the Board of Trustees 
 
With Gratitude  
Gina 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
> On Nov 12, 2020, at 4:41 PM, Jason Liu <relaxationspa153@gmail.com> wrote: 
>  
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
>  
>  
> Hello, 
>  
> Our business agree to build the commercial building near the train station in Mount Kisco, because it can bring more 
people and businesses in the town. 
>  
> Best regards, 
> Relaxation Spa 
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 11:23 AM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Cc: Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: I support the Kirby Plaza Project

For the record. 
 

From: Mike Ransom [mailto:mikeleeransom@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 9:13 AM 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: I support the Kirby Plaza Project 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Good morning,  
 
My name is Michael Ransom, a home owner at 84 Croton Ave in Mount Kisco. It is with great enthusiasm I 
voice my support of the development of the New Kirby Plaza in downtown Mount Kisco. I firmly believe this 
development will be great for the community and revitalization of the shopping hub of Norther Westchester.  

Michael L. Ransom 
84 Croton Ave 
Mt Kisco, NY 10549 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Wednesday, November 4, 2020 3:30 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez; Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: Kirby Commons Development - Vital to Mount Kisco's Future

For public comment. 
 

From: Gary Reilly [mailto:ggreilly@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2020 3:04 PM 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons Development ‐ Vital to Mount Kisco's Future 

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Dear Mayor Picinich:  
 
I am writing to express my strong support for the Kirby Commons development plan and ask that the town 
leadership take the reasonable steps to see this plan through to completion. I understand there are some zoning 
adjustments required to implement the plan (i.e. setback and lot coverage) and I believe this is the exact type of 
project where such adjustments are appropriate. 
 
After decades of unchecked exurban sprawl, we have not just the opportunity but a responsibility to implement 
transit-oriented development (TOD) where possible. Years before I moved to Mount Kisco in 2016 I marveled 
at the sight of two large surface parking lots immediately adjacent to the train station. Surface parking lots are, 
of course, literally a textbook example of "urban blight"; they are the low hanging fruit for communities to 
bolster active downtowns, decrease carbon footprints, and provide housing options through infill development. 
 
The reality is that not everyone can walk to the train and many people rely on those parking lots today. Given 
that, I can understand that the town wants to preserve the number of current parking spaces. But preserving all 
parking is an artificial constraint. In accommodating that constraint we need to also be mindful of the bigger 
picture: a viable, successful project that will boost our downtown and the region. If we are granting variances 
anywhere, it should be in places like this that are adjacent to transit and greatly improve the walkability of our 
community. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Gary Reilly 
 
 



                                                                   
  Ralph Vigliotti 

26 Meadowbrook Lane 
Mount Kisco, New York.10549 

 
 
 

November 12, 2020 
 
 

Honorable  Mayor Pincinich and the Village Board of Trustee's 
 
As you may know, I own a home at 60 North Moger Avenue. Please add my letter to the public record 
regarding the proposed development for the Kirby Common's Project. My comments are directed to the 
North Moger lot development and the shortage of meter parking spaces for the overall proposed 
development. While am not opposed to the South Moger apartment complex proposal nor the two 
proposed parking garages, I find myself questioning the need for the North Moger lot apartment 
complex as it is the apartment complex that is posing many of the parking garage issues and the permit 
parking shortage. 
  
According to the Beyer, Blinder and Belle Report dated June 1, 2020, there are 264 total open public  
meter parking spaces available in the the South and North Moger lots. While the developer is replacing 
all of the 927 parking space lost to the the Kirby Common's development, the developer is not 
replacing the lost meter parking spaces. 
 
64 Open Permit (General Public) parking spaces have been allocated and placed in the proposed South 
Moger parking garage with 65 Open Permit (General Public) spaces allocated and located in the 
proposed North Moger parking garage. Leaving a Net loss of 138 meter parking spaces after the 
completion of the of the South and North Moger parking garages. This calculation was completed using 
the Village of Mount Kisco Municipal Parking Space Count. 
 
The Net  loss of 138 meter parking spaces for the general public in the South Moger/North Moger lots 
will severely impact shoppers and store owners. To add to the shortfall in parking there is no 
calculation  for downtown retail growth which will requires additional parking in the future. The 
Village must anticipate future downtown parking demands in the overall parking plan. 
 
While 64  Open permit parking spaces will be located in the South Moger parking garage, where will 
the loss of spaces in the current South Moger lot be located.  Additionally,  What plans are in place to 
make-up for the loss of 138 parking spaces. On one of the site plans for the North Moger lot show 50+ 
meter spaces are placed at the end of the North Moger lot behind the proposed parking garage. These 
spaces on paper will reduce the shortage of 138 meter parking spaces. However, the reality is whether 
shoppers and businesses will travel the distance to use these spaces. A number of these parking spaces 
will be lost if a north entrance/exit ramp is constructed to relieve traffic onto Main Street. 
 
Although Gotham/Charter is replacing all the 927 existing surface parking spaces in the proposed  
parking garages there will be a shortfall of 138 meter parking spaces. The shortfall of meter parking 
spaces will impact the North Moger Avenue/Carpenter Avenue neighborhood as well as other sections 
of the Village. The two charts below will help you to understand the meter parking shortfall. 
 



 
 

South Moger Parking Lot - Actual meter parking Counts 11/11/2020 
 
2 Hour Meter Parking                                                                                           70  Meter spaces 
4 Hour Meter Parking                                                                                           31  Meter spaces 
Meter/Permit Parking Spaces                                                                               29  Meter spaces 
Handicap                                                                                                                  5  Meter spaces 
Merchant/Employee Parking Spaces                                                                    20  Parking spaces 
                                                                                                                               _______ 
                                                                                                               Total     155  Parking spaces 
                                    
                                                          
 
 
 
North Moger Parking Lot – Actual Meter parking Counts – 11/10/2020 
 
2/3  Hour Meter Parking (Main Street/West side of Home Goods)               24 Meter spaces 
12   Hour Meter Parking                                                                                 88 Meter spaces 
                                                                                                                      ____ 

                                                                                                         Total      112  Meter Parking spaces 
                                                                                                
 
 
South Moger Lot (current meter parking spaces)                                           155                                                           
North Moger Lot (current meter parking space)                                             112 
                                                                                                                    ______ 
                                                                                                         Total       267  Metered spaces 
             64 spaces (South garage) and 65 spaces for the (North garage)       129   Open Permit for 
                                                                                                                                 General Public 
                                                                                                                        ____ 

                                                                    Total Shortfall               138 Meter spaces 
 
 
 
 
As a home owner on North Moger Avenue, I have several concerns with the shortage of meter 
parking spaces in the North Moger parking lot development. A shortage of spaces will cause a direct 
impact on the 3 hour meter parking currently available on North Moger Avenue. Residents on both 
sides of the street use these spaces for personal use and for their visitors.  A number of shopkeepers and 
shoppers use these spaces which limits the parking spaces for residents. Shortage of meter parking 
spaces in the North Moger lot development will impact the neighborhood as well as downtown 
shopping. 
 
Additionally, A proposed maximum building coverage increase from 80% to 90% , and a proposed 
maximum development coverage increase from 90% to 100% severely impacts the residents on North 
Moger Avenue. The roadway leading to the parking garage will abut the residents property lines with a 



4 story parking garage within 30 ft of their property. The lighting from the  parking garage will further 
impact the neighborhood the residents. 
 
I have been a proponent for constructing a parking garage in the North Moger parking lot as a way to 
meet the parking demands in the downtown. There was a time when the availability of parking in the 
downtown was the issue not empty stores. In time the empty stores will be fully occupied with new 
retail stores. All adding to the vibrancy of the downtown. However, the proposed parking will not meet 
the needs of the Village today nor in the future. If I had a magic planning wane, I would make the 
North Moger apartment complex go away and move the parking garage closer to Main Street with lots 
of green space and beautiful landscaping. 
 
In Closing, I thank you for you hard work and commitment to the Kirby Commons project. Please take 
the time necessary to move the project forward. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Ralph Vigliotti 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Mayor Gina Picinich
Sent: Sunday, November 8, 2020 9:04 AM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: Fwd: Kirby Commons Development

 
Gina Picinich 
Mayor 
 

104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
914 864-0011 
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 
 
 

 

 
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 
From: Timothy Mohr <timlmohr@outlook.com> 
Subject: Kirby Commons Development 
Date: November 7, 2020 at 7:05:51 PM EST 
To: "EBrancati@mountkiscony.gov" <EBrancati@mountkiscony.gov>, "Mayor Gina Picinich" 
<MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
I support the Kirby Commons Development 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 5:15 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez; Kenneth Famulare
Subject: Fwd: Kirby plaza

For the record. 

Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Eric Messer <eric@sunrisebuilding.com> 
Date: November 15, 2020 at 9:57:53 AM EST 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Cc: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby plaza 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 
 
Good morning, 
First off, thank you both for the time and effort you put into our community. 
I’m writing today to express my support for Kirby Plaza. 
It is my belief that the negatives of more traffic and parking issues or more than offset by the 
positives like a vibrant downtown and increase tax base and attracting more retail stores. 
We live on Prospect Street, relatively close to the development and stand in favor of it. 
Again thank you for your time and effort on this and other projects 
 
Thanks, 
Eric Messer 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Mayor Gina Picinich
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 2:08 PM
To: 'Jennifer Gerken'
Cc: Lizette Hernandez; Edward Brancati; Kenneth Famulare
Subject: RE: Support for Kirby Commons Project

Thank you for reaching out to share your perspective.  
 
Lizette can you please include for next Board of Trustees meeting. 
 
With Gratitude, 
Gina 
 
 
Gina D. Picinich 
Mayor 
 
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 
914 864--0011 
104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
 

 
 

From: Jennifer Gerken [mailto:jen@porch‐home.com]  
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 1:45 PM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Support for Kirby Commons Project 

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
 
Dear Mayor Picinich, 
 
I am writing to express my enthusiastic support for the Kirby Commons project.  As a business owner, this project was, of 
course,  exciting when we first began hearing about it at its inception.  Now, given the heart break of the watching business after 
business fold in town due to effects of dealing with Covid 19, it positively feels like a life line for those of us that are trying 
desperately to hang in there.  Long term, Kirby Commons equals more commerce, and a more vibrant, robust downtown. I do 
hope the town appreciates the sense of importance this project has taken on given current circumstances.  Additionally, I hope 
this project's approvals are forthcoming. 
 
Respectfully, 
Jen Gerken 
PORCH 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Sunday, November 8, 2020 10:44 AM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: Fwd: I support Kirby Commons Development

For the record. 

Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jeff Getman <jgetman1@yahoo.com> 
Date: November 8, 2020 at 8:56:07 AM EST 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov>, Edward Brancati 
<ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: I support Kirby Commons Development 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 
 
Good Morning Gina and Ed, 
 
After hearing both sides in the Kirby Commons Development debate, I support moving forward 
with the project.  Our village is struggling right now and this project makes Mt. Kisco affordable 
and desirable to young couples and empty nesters. Our downtown needs this project to survive. 
 
Thank you for all the hard work you and the board have done to make this a possibility. 
 
Be well, 
 
Jeff Getman 
42 Marion Ave. 
Mt. Kisco 
 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: Edward Brancati
To: Lizette Hernandez
Cc: Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: North Moger Lot Development
Date: Friday, November 13, 2020 11:30:55 AM

For the record.
 

From: M. Patricia Lee [mailto:archaeologist3102@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 9:26 AM
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>
Subject: North Moger Lot Development
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
 
Good morning, Ed,
 
I inadvertently left you off this email that I sent in the wee small hours this morning -- I
apologize.
 
Best regards,
 
Patricia
 
Dear Mayor Picinich, Deputy Mayor Farber, Trustee Grunthal, Trustee Schleimer and Trustee
Squirrell,
 
I am writing to implore all of you to reconsider the Development of an apartment complex on
the North Moger Parking Lot located west of my home on Barker Street. There is no doubt in
my mind that this Development will have a significant negative impact on the habitability of
my home and the homes of my neighbors for many years to come. 
 
Please stop for a moment and consider the quality of life for the hundreds and hundreds of
people who live at Tara Close Apartments, One Barker Street, The Village at Mount Kisco, 28
Barker Street, Bedford Plaza Tenants Corp., and the multitude of private homes along Barker
Street, North Moger Street, and Carpenter Avenue. 
 
The Construction will undoubtedly lower property values for hundreds of residents in the area.
It is likely that the air quality will deteriorate and the noise level will cause major strain on the
lives of residents.  
 
Once again, I implore you to reconsider this Development and the negative impact it will have
on the many citizens of Mount Kisco.
 
Thank you for your attention.
 
Sincerely,
 
M. Patricia Lee, Ph.D.

mailto:ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:lhernandez@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:kfamulare@mountkiscony.gov
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Monday, November 9, 2020 12:37 AM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: Fwd: I Support Kirby Commons
Attachments: 115803690_10101107761010036_551235923718471612_o.jpg

For the public record. 

Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Christopher Kollarus <ckollarus@hotmail.com> 
Date: November 8, 2020 at 10:46:01 PM EST 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Cc: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: I Support Kirby Commons 

  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Hi Ed,  
 
I hope this message finds you well.  I think it is important that you are aware of the substantial 
support for Kirby Commons.  I am one of many that fully support the project.  I also feel the 
need to, once again, share my appreciation for the exceptional work of Mayor Picinich.  Mount 
Kisco is extremely lucky to have such a dedicated, intelligent, and inspirational leader. 
 
All the best, 
Chris Kollarus 
 
33 Washburn Rd. 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
 
845‐641‐7413 (cell) 
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From: Edward Brancati
To: Lizette Hernandez; Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: Concerns regarding Moger development project
Date: Friday, November 13, 2020 7:05:03 PM
Attachments: image004.png

For the record.
 

From: Mayor Gina Picinich 
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 10:07 AM
To: Rene Carlson <rene@renecarlson.com>
Cc: Deputy Mayor Jean Farber <deputymayorfarber@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee David Squirrell
<trusteesquirrell@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee Peter Grunthal
<trusteegrunthal@mountkiscony.gov>; Trustee Karen Schleimer
<trusteeschleimer@mountkiscony.gov>; Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>
Subject: Re: Concerns regarding Moger development project
 
Ms. Carlson and Mr. Peters, thank you for taking the time to share your concerns.
 
Please permit me to begin by saying, I agree, Stewart Heights is a wonderful community that
is an important part of our Village. With direct access to the train, and its location downtown,
the building is a model for transit oriented development, which is the concept we are seeking
to expand with the project on the parking lots.
 
The proposed development will not reach as far as Britton Lane. The buildings that currently
face Britton will remain. Britton Lane, Kirby Plaza and South Moger would all continue to be
access points into the development, as they are currently access points into the lot. Any
loading docks for businesses in the retail area would be contained in the structure and would
be vetted and reviewed to minimize negative impacts as part of the Planning Board process.
 
An initial traffic review was done as part of zoning modifications during our Comprehensive
Plan process. A more site specific review, including actions to mitigate negative impacts, will
be done as part of the Planning Board process.
 
The additions of Charles Schwab, Mast Brothers and the existing Tommy Copper are very
much aligned with the vision of the project. More downtown residents results in more people
walking to frequent these businesses. The overarching concept is to create an active and
engaged downtown neighborhood by adding more residents and well curated retail options.
Our expectation is that a strong local economy driven by an active downtown will positively
impact property values of those who own homes downtown, including those at Stewart
Heights.
 
Please know we are mindful of the balance needed between business and residents to ensure a
positive quality of life for all in the Village.
 
 
With Gratitude,
Gina
 

mailto:ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:lhernandez@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:kfamulare@mountkiscony.gov



 
 
 
 
 
 
Gina Picinich
Mayor
 
104 Main Street
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
914 864-0011
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov
 
 

 

On Nov 11, 2020, at 5:30 PM, Rene Carlson <rene@renecarlson.com> wrote:
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
 
Hello Gina, Jean, David, Peter, and Karen – 
 
Regarding the Kirby Commons project and Britton Lane:
 
There is a personal flyer up on the Steward Heights coop bulletin board suggesting that
Britton Lane is slated to be the backdoor for stores in the development, with loading
docks, dumpsters, and expected truck traffic.  I cannot find a Kirby Commons blueprint
on the town’s website so I cannot confirm this, but it does cause me concern.
 
As mayor and trustees, please do not allow development to compromise the value of
our coop apartments at Stewart Heights.  The residents here are paying increased
assessments to address the structural issues of these 60+ year old buildings. We are
willing to invest in our property.  We have a new board and management firm helping
us through this.  I see Mount Kisco as a great asset to Stewart Heights and I also believe
Stewart Heights is a great asset to Mount Kisco.  We are the diverse population you
want to see in Mount Kisco – ethnically, racially and religiously diverse, old, young,
professionals, families, empty-nesters.  
 

1. The Britton Lane side of the proposed development needs to be as attractive
and inviting as the rest of the proposed frontage, supporting our upscale stores
on this end of the street (Charles Schwab, Tommy Copperfield, Mast),
encouraging future merchants that fit with Mount Kisco’s vision, and providing
agreeable access for existing and future Stewart Place residents.  Please make
sure the plan protects us by safeguarding the appearance and use of the Britton
lane side.  Please make needed revisions before signing and don’t allow zoning

mailto:mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:rene@renecarlson.com


variances that would compromise this end of the complex.
 

2. The township needs to conduct a traffic study before signing a lease agreement
and contract with the developer.  Stewart Place is already used as a bypass by
impatient drivers who take a wide turn from Gatto Drive and tear up the middle
of this narrow road.  The steep rise and fall of Stewart Place creates a blind spot
at the top of the hill with the potential for collision and pedestrian harm. Stewart
Heights residents must walk this road to get to the lower parking lot.  Families
with toddlers and babies in strollers walk this road to get to town or to the
synagogue on this street.

 
I appreciate that the board and committees have already put much time and effort into
this plan and all are eager to see it come to fruition.  But please take time as needed
and make sure that it protects Mount Kisco’s existing downtown residents.
 
Many thanks and best regards,
 
Rene Carlson
Ralph Peters
35 Stewart Place Apt 704
Mount Kisco NY 10549
914-582-42222
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Mayor Gina Picinich
Sent: Sunday, November 8, 2020 9:04 AM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: Fwd: Support for the Kirby Commons Project

 
Gina Picinich 
Mayor 
 

104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
914 864-0011 
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 
 
 

 

 
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 
From: Stephen Cohen <stephen@stephencohen.com> 
Subject: Support for the Kirby Commons Project 
Date: November 7, 2020 at 8:18:11 PM EST 
To: <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>, <mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Dear Mr. Brancati and Mayor Picinich,  
 
As an 11 year resident of Mount Kisco at 37 Willetts Road, I am writing to express my support 
for the Kirby Commons Project. I think the plan for the project is an excellent alternative to what 
I consider to be an eyesore, the large parking lot by the train station. I hope you will help 
approve the project.  
 
Thank you,  
Stephen Cohen 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Monday, November 9, 2020 12:27 AM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: Fwd: Kirby Commons

For the public record. 

Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Maria Cohen <maria@mariacohen.net> 
Date: November 8, 2020 at 4:38:27 PM EST 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 
 
I wholeheartedly support this project  as a positive addition to our village. 
 
Maria Cohen 
218 Spring St.  Mt. Kisco 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Mayor Gina Picinich
Sent: Sunday, November 8, 2020 9:04 AM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: Fwd: We're in favor of Kirby Commons

 
Gina Picinich 
Mayor 
 

104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
914 864-0011 
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 
 
 

 

 
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 
From: Alex Poletsky <alexpoletsky@gmail.com> 
Subject: We're in favor of Kirby Commons 
Date: November 7, 2020 at 7:08:27 PM EST 
To: <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>, Mayor Gina Picinich 
<mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
We support the Kirby Commons Development. It is time to move our beautiful village forward.  
 
Thank you, 
 
Karen Kaczmarcyk and Alex Poletsky 
28 Sands St, Mt Kisco, NY 10549 
 

Alex Poletsky 
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 5:15 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez; Kenneth Famulare
Subject: Fwd: Kirby Commons

For the record. 

Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: L Hodgson <lhodgson14@gmail.com> 
Date: November 15, 2020 at 2:02:22 PM EST 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov>, Edward Brancati 
<ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons 

  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 

I support the Kirby Commons Development. 

 
Please continue with these plans! 
 
Thank you, 
Leigh Hodgson 
67 Croton Ave. 
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Mayor Gina Picinich
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 11:31 AM
To: 'Fortunato Cambareri'
Cc: Edward Brancati; Kenneth Famulare
Subject: RE: Kirby Commons

Nato, thank you for taking the time to share your perspective. We will share with the Board of Trustees.  
 
With Gratitude, 
Gina 
 
 
Gina D. Picinich 
Mayor 
 
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 
914 864--0011 
104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Fortunato Cambareri [mailto:fortch51@aol.com]  
Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 10:59 AM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 
 
Mayor Picinich: 
 
Hope all is well.  Just wanted to send a quick note to let you know that my family, friends and I are extremely excited 
about Kirby Commons.  As a hard working, experienced Businessman and Property Owner, I am in strong belief that this 
project is going to stimulate our local economy and help our Town reach its great potential.  In addition, eventually we 
are going to receive substantial revenue through Taxes.  This is truly a no brainer.  From the Town’s perspective, this is a 
very conservative risk that must be taken.  As it has already been approved, we are all hopeful that the project gets 
started soon.  It is important to thank the Village Board on all your hard work and diligence in making this happen.  
Lastly, the great Socrates once said, “The secret of CHANGE is to focus all of your energy not on fighting the old, but on 
building the new.”  Let’s go! 
 
Nato Cambareri 
Proud Business Owner in Mount Kisco 
& Adopt An Area Committee (Sub Committee of Beautification) Member 
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Sent from my iPhone 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Monday, November 9, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: FW: Kirby Commons

For the record. 
 

From: Christienne Genaro [mailto:christienne.genaro@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2020 10:20 AM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov>; Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons 

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Wanted to let you know of my support for the Kirby Commons project.  
 
I've been a homeowner in Mt Kisco since 1997; I love our town and think this will bring much needed vibrancy 
(economic and otherwise) to our community. 
 
Thank you for pursuing this project. 
 
 
Christienne Genaro 
914 218 7798 cell 
Christienne.Genaro@gmail.com 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 10:02 AM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: FW: I support the Kirby Commons Development

For the record. 
 

From: Fass, Darin [mailto:darinfass@newyorklife.com]  
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2020 6:30 PM 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Cc: Michelle Fass <michfass@gmail.com> 
Subject: I support the Kirby Commons Development 
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Ed and Gina, 
 
My wife and I first moved to Mount Kisco in 2004. We love our community to the point that when my job took us away 
in 2014, and then brought us back to the area in 2019, we just to move right back where we started; Mount Kisco. We 
have been hearing about the idea and concept of Kirby Commons for some time and really feel this would be a win‐win 
for our community. While with any project, there are always challenges, we feel that ultimate result will be something 
that will take Mount Kisco up another notch in desirable suburbs. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Darin and Michelle Fass 
 
 

 

Darin S. Fass  CLU, CLF 

Zone Vice President  
Northeastern Agencies 
 

New York Life Northeastern Zone  
44 South Broadway, 16th Floor 
White Plains, NY 10601 
Direct (914)847-9102 
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If you do not wish to receive email communications from New York Life and/or NYLIFE 
Securities LLC,  
please reply to this email, using the words "Opt out" in the subject line.  
Please copy email optout@newyorklife.com  New York Life Insurance Co.  
51 Madison Ave  
New York, NY 10010  
 



From: Edward Brancati
To: Lizette Hernandez
Cc: Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: Support for Kirby Plaza
Date: Friday, November 13, 2020 1:55:38 PM

For the record.
 

From: Sarah Fashena [mailto:sjfashena@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 7:14 AM
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov>; Edward Brancati
<ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>
Subject: Support for Kirby Plaza
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
 
Hi Ed and Mayor Picinich,

I’d like to voice my support for Kirby Plaza. We need to do something to ensure our Village's
economic future.  There are too many empty storefronts in town and the pandemic has
accelerated and amplified this ongoing problem. Kirby Plaza seems like a step in the right
direction to revitalize downtown.
 
The zoning change requested to address parking issues seems to be a reasonable one, with
minimal negative impact.

Thank you for your service to our community.
 
Best Regards,
Sarah Fashena

Homeowner at 20 Emery Street, Mount Kisco  

mailto:ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:lhernandez@mountkiscony.gov
mailto:kfamulare@mountkiscony.gov
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 11:25 AM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: FW: Kirby Plaza

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Ben [mailto:colemanbenjamin11@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 11:22 AM 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Plaza 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 
 
Hi Ed and Mayor Picinich, 
 
I’d like to voice my support for Kirby Plaza. I believe such a building would invigorate the local economy and become a 
destination for local events. The zoning change necessary to provide adequate parking seems a small price to pay for 
such an asset to our community. 
 
Thank you for your continuing work on this project, Benjamin Coleman 
 
Resident at 20 Emery Street, Mount Kisco 
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 12:28 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: FW: Kirby Commons Development

For the record. 
 

From: Coleman, Tom R [mailto:tcoleman1@northwell.edu]  
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 11:53 AM 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Cc: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons Development 
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Dear Ed Brancati, 
 
I hope all is well with you and yours. 
 
I support the Kirby Commons Development.  If Mount Kisco is going to become a vibrant community it will need this kind 
of investment and change.   
 
This is long overdue. 
 
Thank you for all you do for the town. 
 
Best regards, Tom 
 
 
Thomas R. Coleman, PhD                                                                     
VP Intellectual Asset Management 
The Feinstein Institute for Medical Research 
350 Community Drive 
Manhasset, NY  11030 
Mobile:  (914) 602‐4432 
Email:      tcoleman1@northwell.edu 

 
 
 
 

 
The information contained in this electronic e-mail transmission and any attachments are intended only for the 
use of the individual or entity to whom or to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this communication is 
not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this communication to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying or disclosure of this 
communication and any attachment is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please 
notify the sender immediately by telephone and electronic mail, and delete the original communication and any 
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attachment from any computer, server or other electronic recording or storage device or medium. Receipt by 
anyone other than the intended recipient is not a waiver of any attorney-client, physician-patient or other 
privilege.  
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Lizette Hernandez

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:58 PM
To: Lizette Hernandez
Subject: FW: Kirby Commons

For the record. 
 

From: jrcambareri [mailto:jrcambareri@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:46 PM 
To: Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Cc: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons 

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
 
I support the Kirby Commons Development.  It will be a great addition to our village. 
 
Thank you 
 
Joe Cambareri  
49 North Moger Ave 
914 216 4522  
 
 
Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S10. 
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 3:12 PM
To: Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: Kirby Commons

From: Mayor Gina Picinich  
Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 8:31 AM 
To: William Galasso <billysofmtk@gmail.com> 
Cc: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Re: Kirby Commons 

Thank you for reaching out to share your perspective. We will share with the Board of Trustees. 

On the commercial side, the overarching concept is to curate the retail and service options so the complement, 
not compete with the existing businesses.  

With Gratitude, 
Gina 

Gina Picinich 
Mayor 

104 Main Street 
Mount Kisco, NY 10549 
914 864-0011 
mayorginapicinich@mountkiscony.gov 

On Nov 13, 2020, at 1:19 PM, William Galasso <billysofmtk@gmail.com> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

This will be a wonderful addition to our community. We are very excited about this project 
which will bring much needed business to our area. One suggestion it would be in the interest of 
existing businesses, i.e., no salon suites, this concept is killing salons in our area, as well as, the 
industry and there are so many salons in Mt. Kisco already.  
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Thank you.  
 
--  
 
 
Billy's Hair Salon of Mt. Kisco 
914.666.0977 
23 E. Main Street 
Mt. Kisco, NY 10549 
billysofmtk@gmail.com 
https://www.billyshairsalon.com 
Follow us on Facebook 
Follow us on Twitter 
Follow us on Instagram 
Review us on Yelp 
Review us on Google 
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 3:15 PM
To: Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: Kirby Commons Support

From: Kelly Marlow [mailto:kelly@rkminc.net]  
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2020 7:27 AM 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov>; Mayor Gina Picinich <MayorGinaPicinich@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: RE: Kirby Commons Support 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Ed/Gina 
I fully support Kirby Commons development.  Please voice my support to Village Board. 

Kelly Marlow 
77 Croton Ave  
Mount Kisco NY  
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Kenneth Famulare

From: Edward Brancati
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 3:14 PM
To: Kenneth Famulare
Subject: FW: Kirby Commons

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Rob Bloch [mailto:robbloch73@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 7:26 AM 
To: Edward Brancati <ebrancati@mountkiscony.gov> 
Subject: Kirby Commons 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I support Kirby Commons 

Rob Bloch 
14 Greeley Ct 
Mt Kisco 

Please excuse any errors as this email was sent from my iPhone 
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